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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
This project has provided additional evidence that interactive radio is an effective and efficient means 

for scaling out improved agricultural practices to farmers and audiences, improving knowledge, and 

increasing the uptake of research results. We have also learned a lot about the intricacies and issues 

involved with sharing research results with intended end users whilst research is still in progress. We 

have achieved or exceeded key project milestones and outcomes. 

  

Key results include:   

  

● Insects: A higher percentage of listeners (38%) than non-listeners (24%) regularly feed insects to 

their poultry or fish. Of those who feed insects to their poultry or fish, a higher percentage of  

listeners than non-listeners started doing so either this year (34%-18%) or last year (11%-8%). 

This corresponds to the period when the radio programs were being broadcast. 

● Insects: 65% of respondents in communities that could hear the radio programs listened to 

them, including 61% of women and 68% of men. 

● Insects: Listeners’ a erage knowledge le els rose fro  % at baseline to 50%, an increase of 

43%. Knowledge scores for listeners at endline were 61% higher than non-listeners (50% vs. 

31%). 

● Insects: More frequent listening to the radio programs was associated with more frequent 

regular feeding of insects to fish and poultry. 

● Insects: Fa ily was the ajor influen e on respondents’ de ision to start feeding inse ts to their 
livestock and fish. Radio was the second strongest influence on listeners, with 26% of listeners 

choosing it as the major influence. 

● Beans: Average knowledge scores for listeners in Uganda were 14% higher than non-listeners 

(56% vs. 49%). Average knowledge scores in Kenya were 62% for listeners and 60% for non-

listeners. 

● Beans: 38% of Ugandan respondents in communities that could hear the radio program listened 

to them, with a higher proportion of men than women listening (43% - 32%).   

● Beans: The overall rate of listening to the beans programs in Kenya was 72%, with men listening 

at a higher rate than women (94% - 64%). 

● There were 12,656 unique callers to six radio stations, resulting in 40,610 interactions.  

● It is estimated that the six project radio stations reached a total of 9,000,000 listeners 

throughout the project period. 

  

This innovative project went one step further than sharing improved agricultural practices with targeted 

end users. Through our interactive systems, FRI encouraged both engagement between researchers and 

end users while the resear h was ongoing, and uptake of brand new resear h results “straight fro  the 
lab.  By using radio as an innovative pathway for uptake of ongoing research efforts, the project has 

increased our understanding of the intricacies and issues involved in ensuring that this is safe and 

effective. 
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In particular, we note the importance of:   

● solid, open relationships between the implementing team (FRI), the researchers, and private 

partners (e.g., bean processors); 

● ensuring that the programs on air are relevant to the season, existing knowledge, and farmers’ 
priorities; 

● the timing of radio programs in the research and product development cycle, and how this 

correlates with project timelines; and 

● gathering feedback from listeners, or those using the research results on-farm, and passing this 

on to the researchers to inform ongoing activities. 

  

Results are different for the work with promoting bean varieties for pre-cooking, and insects as animal 

feed. Two main factors contributed to this: First, that the idea of using insects as feed for poultry or fish 

is little known and used. It is relatively new and there is a lot of room for expansion, learning, and 

expanded use.  

On the other hand, beans are a crop which very commonly grown and eaten, and there are high rates of 

existing knowledge and use. At first, the intention was to promote new bean varieties and a new 

product, pre-cooked beans. But, because the research component of the project required time and 

product development faced processing / production delays, the results of the radio activities were not 

as robust, as there was no clear, new research output to promote.  

As a result, we focused on bean agronomy and marketing—the programs promoted improved bean 

varieties, storage in bags, cleaning after harvest, use of pesticides and fertilizer, early land preparation, 

and record keeping. But because farmers were adding to existing knowledge, or making small changes 

to their systems, the results are not as impressive as for the insects. 

As we assess the results in-depth and prepare to publish, these and other observations will make useful 

contributions to research into use in agricultural development, scaling up, and communication for 

development.    

THE RESEARCH PROBLEM: 
The “Resear h Uptake: Radio for rea hing far ers with resear h results R  initiati e ai ed to share 
latest resear h results and respond to far ers’ feedba k in real ti e. This proje t was uni ue in any 
ways, as it was an ambitious attempt to bring results direct from researchers to the intended end-users, 

within the duration of the two supported research projects.  

This venture was based on the acknowledged issue among researchers and institutions that their 

findings - especially in the field of agriculture, and with topics relevant to small scale farmers - rarely 

reach the intended end-user in a timely fashion, if at all. In recent years, there has been greater 

emphasis from donors and researchers alike on putting research into use, and this project intended to 

assess interactive radio as a means to contribute to this endeavor. While results would be shared and 

published in journals, as usual in an academic research project, the key practical findings would already 

be in use by small-scale farmers - while research was continuing.  
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FRI sele ted two CultiAf funded proje ts to work with: the  “Integrating inse ts in poultry and fish feeds 
in Kenya and Uganda  proje t, known as INSFEED, and the “Pre ooked bean produ ts for food and 
nutrition security, and in o es in Kenya and Uganda  proje t. The proje t’s key hypothesis was that the 
use of effective, interactive and entertaining radio strategies would increase widespread understanding 

and uptake of research conducted by two selected CultiAF research projects, and therefore contribute 

to their success and achieving their project objectives.   

During the two years of project implementation, FRI has worked closely with the two research teams, 

who have shown great enthusiasm and support for radio as a means for reaching, and interacting with, 

small scale farmers. This project has shown us that such support and involvement from the researchers 

is vital to the success of the radio strategy. Our key research question has remained largely unchanged, 

but during the course of two radio series developed with each research team and private partners, we 

have adjusted our methods, responded to both farmers and researchers needs and feedback, and 

uncovered some prerequisites for success.  

The project has increased our understanding of the intricacies and issues involved when sharing 

research results with intended end users, whilst the research is still in progress. These and other 

observations will make useful contributions to the field of research into use in agricultural development, 

scaling up, and communications for development.    

PROGRESS TOWARDS MILESTONES 

 

Table 1 below summarizes our progress in reaching the milestones. In general, we achieved the 

milestones, and present evidence in the table. We are still working on one or two key end of project 

milestones - progress and plans for completion are noted below.  

 

Table 1. Progress towards milestones 

Milestones Comment/evidence of achievement 

1.1 Inception activities completed 

(Project Implementation Plan in place, 

staff hired and trained, inception 

meetings held with two project teams, 

detailed work plan developed and 

agreed upon) 

Completed. Project Implementation Plan (PIP), Inception Meeting 

reports/notes. The PIP was very instrumental in ensuring that the 

implementation of activities was accomplished within the agreed 

timelines. 

1.2 Contracts/MoUs with four radio 

stations 

Completed. Six contracts signed and archived. MOUs helped track 

performance of radio stations and achievement of deliverables on 

time. They are available on request. 

1.3 Production teams at four radio 

stations trained and capacitated for 

producing interactive radio programs 

about poultry and or fish 

Completed. Fourteen broadcasters and producers completed in station 

training. See training reports. Certificates presented. 
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1.4 Radio program designs aimed at 

raising awareness and knowledge of 

feeding options completed 

Completed. Each station produced a radio program design document, 

signed off by FRI’s Radio Craft De elop ent Tea  

1.5 Strategy for Community Listeners 

Groups and listener engagement in 

place 

Completed. Guidelines developed and shared.  

1.6 Radio stations trained and 

equipped to use various ICTs  

Completed. ICT assessment forms completed and equipment 

(computer, tablet or modem as needed) signed over at each station. 

.  Audien e “rea h aps  produ ed 
for the four stations showing total 

rural population reached by their FM 

signals 

Completed. One map per station showing their coverage were 

produced. See Annex 1. 

2.2 Formative research report, 

including baseline knowledge and 

practice levels 

Completed. Formative research report available, and used to select 

stations and shape program content.  

2.3 Four radio stations produce and 

broadcast at least 6 episodes of 

interactive radio programs (24 unique 

episodes) about affordable and 

nutritious poultry or fish feed options, 

including insects. 

Completed, over target. Four stations completed 10 episodes each.  All 

programs archived and available on request 

2.4 Forty community listener groups 

(10 per station) are formed with at 

least 50% female membership to 

actively engage in the PRCs. 

Completed. 679 farmers from listener groups trained, of which 423 

(62%) were female. Names of groups are available on request. 

2.5 Each radio strategy monitored to 

ensure accuracy, quality, and other 

aspects in adherence with FRI VOICE 

Standards, including obtaining 

feedback from women listeners. 

Completed. 102 weekly monitoring notes sent to all the radio stations 

during the entire series of programs.   

2.6 Surveyed female and youth 

respondents confirm that broadcast 

times are convenient and that the 

radio partner and presenters are 

appealing to females and youth 

Field monitoring visits were done and reports show that 98% of female  

and youth respondents appreciated the broadcast time and program in 

general. 

2.7 Four outcome stories and six blog 

posts completed 

Completed and available on FRI and Barza Wire websites, respectively.  
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3.1 Midterm review report available 

and findings incorporated into 

following radio series 

Completed. Report circulated. It highlighted the improvements for 

phase 2 like improved communication and involvement among all 

stakeholders. 

3.2 Initial radio programs are aired 

and receiving favourable feedback 

from listeners 

Completed. E iden e fro  Uliza and CLG’s whereby 50,732 listeners 

parti ipated in ULI)A intera tions and   parti ipated in the CLG’s 
engagement. 

3.3 Strategy for reaching youth in 

place and plans for operationalizing 

agreed  

Completed. Strategy document developed. 

3.4 Total of six outcome stories and 

nine blog posts completed 

9 outcome stories and 1 blog have been published and are available on 

FRI and BarzaWire website. http://wire.farmradio.fm/en?  

3.5 Process evaluation strategy agreed 

and completed 

Process evaluation conducted with all stakeholders reporting success 

of the in the implementation. Report,  testimonies and Audio clips  can 

be seen in the Annex. 

4.1 One station broadcasts 12-16 

weeks programming promoting bean 

consumption, knowledge, increased 

production and use, plus use of any 

new product 

Completed with adjustment: see 4.2 below  

Logsheets from broadcasters and all programs archived on Soundcloud 

or similar. 

4.2 Three stations broadcast a 12-14 

week PRC on insect-based food 

options for poultry and/or fish.  

Completed with adjustment: During the project Inception phase, in 

discussion with the two research teams, it was agreed that two radio 

stations would be sufficient to serve the two INSFEED regions. This 

meant there was budget available to add one more radio station for 

beans -  Buddu FM. The station was selected by farmers in the target 

region, therefore we had one series on station working on beans in 

Kenya and one in Uganda. Logsheets from broadcasters and all 

programs archived on Soundcloud. 

4.3 Each radio strategy monitored to 

ensure accuracy, quality and other 

aspects to adhere to FRI VOICE 

Standards, including obtaining 

feedback from women listener. 

Completed. Weekly monitoring notes taken and shared to radio 

stations. This enabled broadcasters to always plan, produce and 

evaluate the radio programs always in order to be able produce better 

programs. 

4.4 One outcome evaluation 

completed and evaluation report 

written 

Completed. Outcome evaluation data has been gathered and  report 

will be submitted in due course.  

4.5 Two peer reviewed manuscripts In process. ICIPE agreed in principle to co-author one paper.  

Discussions opened with KARLO on developing three papers.  

http://wire.farmradio.fm/en
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4.6 One scientific & conference 

presentation 

In process. Currently seeking relevant conference. 

Conference presentation was done in September 2016 at AGRF.  

Also presented at IDRC event in Nairobi June 2016.  

.  Fi e “resour es for broad asters  
produced and distributed to over 570 

radio stations across Africa on animal 

feeding practices and alternatives 

(through radio scripts, news stories, 

“how-to  do u ents  

Completed. See Project Outputs section below for full list and links.  

4.8 Total of eight outcome stories and 

twelve blog posts published. 

Completed. Eight success stories and 1 gender outcome story were 

published in the BarzaWire. Links are in Project Outputs section below. 

 

Blog posts are ongoing and will speed up as academic writing is 

completed and the final outcome evaluation data is analyzed.   
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SYNTHESIS OF RESEARCH RESULTS AND DEVELOPMENT OUTCOMES  

All planned activities were completed, with some minor adjustments for season or external factors such 

as availability of seed. We are happy to report that the proposed development outcomes have been 

largely achieved, and in some cases we have exceeded targets.  

DEVELOPMENT OUTCOMES 

Table 2. Summary of development outcomes 

Proposed development outcomes Achievements towards outcomes 

1. Surveyed rural listeners involved in poultry or fish 

production (extrapolated total 400,000) demonstrate 

significantly higher knowledge about a variety of  

affordable and nutritious poultry or fish feed options 

OR how insects can be used as an affordable and 

nutritious poultry or fish feed than non-listeners 

Listeners’ a erage knowledge le els on inse ts rose 
from baseline level 35% to 50% at endline, an increase 

of 43%. Knowledge scores for listeners were 61% 

higher than non-listeners (50% vs. 31%). 

 

Further analysis is needed to produce extrapolated 

numbers around knowledge. We intend to revisit this in 

academic publications. 

2. 20% of surveyed rural listeners involved in poultry 

and/or fish production (estimated 80,000) have added 

insects to the diets of their poultry or fish. 

38% of surveyed listeners reported using insects as 

feed regularly on their farm. 

 

45% of the listeners who are feeding insects to their 

poultry or fish, started either this year (34%) or last 

year (11%), the period when the radio programs were 

being broadcast. 

 

Further analysis is needed to produce extrapolated 

numbers around knowledge. We intend to revisit this in 

academic publications. 

3. 50% of surveyed rural listeners involved in bean 

production and consumption demonstrate 

significantly higher knowledge about bean nutrition, 

production, and new precooked bean varieties and 

products 

In Uganda listener knowledge rose from 48% at 

baseline to 56% at endline (a 17% increase) 

 

In Kenya listener knowledge rose from 55% at baseline 

to 62% at endline (a 13% increase) 

 

Average knowledge scores for listeners in Uganda 

were 14% higher than non-listeners (56% vs. 49%). 

Average knowledge scores in Kenya were 62% for 

listeners and 60% for non-listeners. 

4. 20% of surveyed rural listeners in target regions  

involved in bean production have increased 

production and use of beans OR precooked bean 

varieties and products in the household.  

In Uganda baseline levels of practice rose from 39% at-

to 71% at endline (an 82% increase) 

 

In Kenya baseline levels of practice rose from 61% to 

65% at endline (a 7% increase) 

5.50% of community listener group members (of - 83% of women in listening groups compared to 55% 
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which 50% are women) demonstrate a high level of 

knowledge of poultry/fish feeding practices and or 

bean production/consumption as relevant 

of women not in listening groups knew that beans are 

rich in protein.  

- 80% of women in listening groups compared to 57% 

of women not in listening groups knew that the most 

effective way to address pests in beans is to spray with 

pesticides.  

- 32 % women in listening groups compared only 17% 

of women not in listening groups knew that feeding 

poultry and fish on insects increases immunity to 

disease and reduces the need for antibiotics.  

- 95% of women in listening groups compared with 

only 55% of women not in listening groups knew that 

feeding fish or poultry on insects is more nutritious 

than on other kinds of feeds.  

- 95% of women in listening groups compared to 58% 

of women not in listening groups knew that feeding 

fish or poultry on insects is cheaper than feeding them 

on other kinds of feeds.  

 

RESEARCH RESULTS  

This section presents the findings from across the four objectives of the project. The findings on 

knowledge and practice were largely generated by comparing endline against baseline numbers, where 

the data allowed direct comparison. Other key findings include estimates of listeners and practitioners, 

indicators related to listening behavior, interactive radio features such as beep-to-call, and 

training/capacity building. 

 

Objective 1. To develop and implement a PRC strategy coupled with innovative information 

and communication tools 

 

 

This project has succeeded in developing the capacity of four radio stations to produce and air quality 

interactive radio programs. Continuous monitoring for quality and accuracy of content - and the good 

working relationships this has produced - has ensured excellent programs which have attracted good 

sized audiences and produced impressive results. The stations now have access to knowledge networks, 

improved radio design systems, extra equipment and resources and are therefore in a great position to 

continue producing relevant, timely and quality farm radio programs to continue serving their 

communities.    
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Good radio programs start with the listeners, and in each station, we worked closely with station staff, 

the research teams and other local stakeholders to talk to three communities per radio station to 

identify knowledge levels, attitudes and listening preferences. A comprehensive contract was developed 

with each station, after which we conducted planning workshops to develop a detailed radio program 

series design. These workshops used the formative and baseline research outputs as a basis for the 

program design. They were attended by the research teams, plus the radio producers, FRI staff, farmers 

and other relevant actors. This event also helped to build the relationships between the researchers and 

the radio station, which has been vital to project success.  

Trainings on radio craft took place in each station, where broadcasters topped up their knowledge of 

editing software, inter iew strategy, gender awareness and also learned how to use FRI’s own software 
such as Uliza (which hosts interactivity) and FRI-Log (a monitoring tool).  

Table 3. CultiAf project radio station details - Phase one 

Station and 

frequency 

Topic Start 

date 

End 

date 

Live 

Time & 

day 

Repeat 

time & 

day 

No. 

Eps 

CLGs Name of Radio 

Program 

Mega FM 

102FM 

Insects as 

feed 

22nd 

De   

23rd 

Feb 

 

Tuesday 

2-3pm 

Thursday 

2-3pm 

10 No Lobo pa lupur 

(The world of 

farming) 

Radio 

Simba 97.3 

and 92 FM 

Insects as 

feed 

13rd 

De   

24th 

Feb 

 

Sunday 

7-8pm 

Saturday 

6-7am 

10 No Lutabanjaliire 

(Sit we Discuss) 

Radio 

Buddu 

Bean 

production 

15th 

De  

16th 

Feb 

’  

Monday 

7-8pm 

Thursday 

11 -12pm 

10 No Twezimbe (Let 

us develop 

ourselves) 

Sky fm 

(Kenya) 

Bean 

production 

5th 

April 

 

7th 

June 

’  

Tuesday 

at 7:8pm 

N/A 10 No Twezimbe (Let 

us develop 

ourselves) 

 

 

Table 4. CultiAf project radio station details - Phase two (as of 15th March 2017) 

Station 

and 

frequency 

Topic Start date End date Live 

Time & 

day 

Repeat 

time & 

day 

No. 

Eps 

CLGs Name of Radio 

Program 

Mega FM 

102FM 

Insects 11th Oct 

 

21st March 

 

Tuesday 

2-3pm 

Thursday 

2-3pm 

24 Yes Lobo pa lupur 

(The world of 

farming) 
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Radio 

Simba 

97.3 and 

92 FM 

Insects 23rd Oct 

 

19th March 

 

Sunday 

7-8pm 

Saturday 

6-7am 

24 Yes Lutabanjaliire 

(Sit we Discuss) 

Akaboo-zi 

87.9 FM 

Beans 

consumpti

on 

6th Dec 

 

16th May 

’  

Tuesday 

10-11am 

Sunday 

12 -1pm 

24 Yes Kalasamayanzi 

(Mid-morning 

show) 

Ramogi 

FM 

(Kenya) 

Beans 

consumpti

on 

10th 

Mar h  

  Friday at 

6:30pm 

N/A 14 Yes Pith gi pur 

(Farming and 

Livestock) 

 

 

 

Here we report on uptake of research results firstly for insects, followed by beans, with highlights from 

the results of beans work in Kenya and Uganda presented separately.  

 

INSECTS AS FEED (INSFEED) 

As shown in Figure _ below, the percentage of listeners in listening communities who fed insects 

regularly to chickens or fish was much higher than non-listeners in listening communities, and 

somewhat higher than respondents from control communities. There were only small gender-based 

differen es. The uestion posed was “Do you now regularly feed inse ts to your hi ken or fish?  

  

 

39% 36%

13% 14%

33%

26%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

Male Female Male Female Male Female

Listening community Listening community Control community

Listeners Non-listeners

Figure 1: Percentage of respondents who feed insects 

regularly to their chickens and/or fish, by listening 

behaviour, gender, and type of community

 

Objective 2. To increase awareness of relevant research results and related information on 

integrating insects in poultry and fish feed and precooked beans products reaching 650,000 

listeners, with 80,000 using the research results 
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As shown in Figure 2 below, of those who regularly feed insects to their fish or poultry, a higher 

percentage of listeners (45%) than non-listeners (26%) started doing so either this year (34%-18%) or 

last year (11%-8%). This corresponds to the period when the radio programs were being broadcast.  

 

 

   

Listenership  

As shown in Figure 3, 65% of respondents who lived in areas that could hear the radio programs listened 

to them, including 61% of women and 68% of men. 

  

 

  

54%

74%

34%

18%
11%

8%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

Listeners Non-listeners

Figure 2: When respondents who regularly feed 

insects to their poultry or fish started the 

practice 

More than 2 years ago This year Last year

68%

61%

65%

56%

58%

60%

62%

64%

66%

68%

70%

Men Women Overall

Figure 3: Percentage of respondents in listening 

communities who listened to the program, by 

gender and overall
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Table 5 in the next section breaks down listenership by radio station, and estimates the total number of 

listeners to the PRC programs on the all stations, based on the percentage of survey respondents who 

said they had listened to the programs. An estimated 9,000,000 men and women listened to the PRC 

programs on the two stations. This estimate is based on the FM coverage of the stations, as shown in 

the maps available in Annex 1. 

BEANS  

The radio programs promoted a variety of production practices, for example, on storage, input use, 

processing, and varietal use. Figure 4shows that listeners in Uganda had a much higher rate of uptake of 

3 or more production practices, compared to either non-listeners in listening communities, or 

respondents in control communities. Figure 5 shows that listeners in Kenya had higher rates of uptake of 

2 or more production practices than non-listeners in listening communities, but a lower rate of uptake 

than respondents in control communities.  

 

 

  

71%

51%

64%

42%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

Listeners

Non-listeners

Active communities

Control communities

Figure 4: Uptake of 3 or more promoted bean 

production practices, Uganda 

65%

50%

77%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Listeners

Non-listeners

Control

Figure 5: Uptake of 2 or more bean production 

practices, Kenya
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LISTENERSHIP (BOTH INSECTS AND BEANS PROJECTS) 

Extrapolating listenership and practice 

A major target of the endline survey was to estimate the number of farmers who had started regularly 

feeding insects to their fish and poultry or practiced the promoted bean production methods. FRI uses a 

statistical extrapolation to estimate the number of farmers who listened to the programs, and used the 

promoted practice. These estimates are calculated by multiplying the percentages obtained through the 

survey by the estimated rural working-age population covered by the two radio stations, and by using 

FRI’s in-house FM radio coverage mapping system, which uses the GIS system QGIS and population 

estimates from the latest Uganda census. 

 

The figures in Table 5 below are estimates rather than exact numbers. However, they do show clearly 

that the programs exceeded the targets established at the beginning of the project for listenership and 

uptake of practices. 

 

Table 5: Estimated listenership 

Country 

Sub-

project 

Radio 

station 

Radio 

coverage 

(potential 

listeners) 

Rural 

radio 

coverage  
(less than 

400 people 

per square 

km) 

Rural 

coverage 

without 

overlaps 

Listenership 

% (from 

survey) 

Listenership 

% (women) 

Listenership 

% (men) 

Radio reach 

(listeners 

extrapolated) 

Uganda Insects 

as feed 

Mega 

FM 

1,389,979 789,038 
 

91.00% 87.00% 94.00% 718,000 

Radio 

Simba 

6,251,797 1,014,688 37.00% 35.00% 40.00% 375,000 

Beans Buddu 

FM 

9,940,628 2,575,502 9,000,0001 39.00% 33.00% 44.00% 3,510,000 

Akaboozi 

FM 

25,215,312 8,840,959 

Kenya Beans Ramogi 

FM 

25,157,067 5,798,335 
 

74.00% 64.00% 94.00% 4,200,000 

Sky FM 
  

 
TOTAL 67,954,783 19,018,522 

 
60.25% 54.75% 68.00% 9,000,000 

 

  

                                                           
1 Buddu FM and Akaboozi FM have significant overlap in coverage. Therefore we used a custom technique to 

eliminate all double and triple counts in this geography. All other stations do not overlap one another significantly 

so this technique was not needed. 
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Objective 3. To track the use of research results and innovations on insects for feed and 

precooked beans by small scale producers and consumers 

 

 

BEANS 

Table 6 compares a variety of contextual information and practices between baseline and endline, 

focusing on the three districts surveyed at both baseline and endline. It also compares the context or 

changes in practice between listeners and non-listeners. Particularly positive or interesting findings are 

further discussed below. 

  

Table 6: Uptake of practices recommended on the radio programs (by percentage of respondents), 

Uganda by all, female and male respondents 

 

PRACTICE ENDLINE BASELINE 

 Listeners Non-listeners Control  

All  F M All F M All F M All F M 

Use promoted 

varieties 

20 23 19 5 5 6 4 4 4 9 6 13 

Use recommended 

storage practices 

41 37 44 28 28 27 35 33 37 28 28 29 

Process beans by 

threshing, sorting, 

or grading 

98 97 100 99 99 98 100 100 100 93 93 93 

Spray beans with 

pesticides 

75 72 76 54 47 62 32 21 43 66 59 73 

Apply fertilizer to 

beans 

60 53 64 58 63 52 25 20 30 54 49 59 

Sort beans after 

drying 

90 92 89 76 77 75 68 68 68 87 88 86 

Prepare bean 

garden at 

recommended time 

50 43 54 57 56 58 61 57 66 51 53 48 

Belong to far ers’ 
group 

38 31 43 35 36 35 34 28 40 78 79 77 

Belong to savings 

group or marketing 

collective 

72 83 63 65 62 69 45 40 49 83 79 87 

Keep farm records 40 37 42 17 12 23 13 7 18 35 27 44 

 

In Uganda, the rate of uptake of promoted practice was higher for listeners than non-listeners for 9 of 

 pra ti es, as shown abo e in Table _. Listeners’ rate of uptake was also higher than the rate in ontrol 
o unities for  of  pra ti es. Finally, listeners’ rate of uptake was higher than baseline for 7 of 10 

practices.  
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Table 7: Uptake of practices recommended on the radio programs (by percentage of respondents), 

Kenya 

 

PRACTICE ENDLINE BASELINE 

 Listeners Non-listeners Control  

All  F M All F M All F M All F M 

Use promoted 

varieties 

43 40 48 31 30 40 34 34 37 83 83 83 

Use recommended 

storage practices 

64 65 64 61 61 67 89 87 91 63 61 68 

Process beans by 

threshing, sorting, 

or grading 

95 95 97 99 99 100 91 93 89 95 95 94 

Spray beans with 

pesticides 

32 26 43 15 14 33 54 51 59 40 36 48 

Apply fertilizer to 

beans 

20 14 32 8 8 0 38 38 37 26 23 33 

Sort beans after 

drying 

100 100 100 100 100 100 83 86 80 84 84 84 

Prepare bean 

garden at 

recommended time 

31 34 23 25 27 0 57 57 58 25 26 22 

Belong to far ers’ 
group 

37 38 36 38 39 33 16 15 17 42 39 47 

Belong to savings 

group or marketing 

collective 

47 42 56 65 63 100 54 43 70 47 37 68 

Keep farm records 24 26 20 8 8 0 13 11 15 14 10 22 

 

In Kenya, listeners’ rate of uptake was higher than or e ual to non-listeners for 9 of 10 practices. Uptake 

rates were higher for listeners than control communities in 5 of 10 practices, and higher than or equal to 

baseline for 6 of 10 practices.    
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Objective 4. To assess the effectiveness and impacts of interactive radio programs in 

influencing farmers adoption decisions.  

 

 

INSECTS AS FEED 

Knowledge 

This se tion of the report presents the sur ey findings on far ers’ urrent knowledge about feeding 
insects to chickens and fish. It compares endline levels of knowledge with baseline levels. Table 8 

compares the percentage of correct responses to all knowledge questions at both baseline and endline, 

and also compares scores between women and men. 

  

Table 8: Baseline and endline results of knowledge survey (percentage correct), disaggregated by 

listenership 

Question BASELINE ENDLINE 

LISTENERS  

ENDLINE  

NON-LISTENERS 

% of respondents who knew that feeding fish and poultry on insects 

increases fish and poultry's immunity to disease and reduces the need 

for antibiotics 

14 31 16 

% of respondents who knew that it was true that feeding fish or poultry 

on insects is more nutritious than feeding then on other kinds of feeds 

62 82 54 

% of respondents who knew that it was not true that insect feed makes 

chicken and fish grow faster 

13 10 10 

% of respondents who knew that it was true that feeding fish or poultry 

on insects is cheaper than feeding them on other kinds of feeds. 

66 81 55 

AVERAGE SCORE 35 50 31 

  

As shown in the last row of Table 8 abo e, listeners’ a erage knowledge le els rose fro  % to 0 %, 

and increase of 43%. Also, as shown in Figure 6, knowledge scores for listeners were 61% higher than 

non-listeners (50% vs. 31%). 
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BEANS  

Knowledge 

This se tion of the report presents the sur ey findings on far ers’ knowledge about bean produ tion 
and nutrition. It o pares endline le els of knowledge with baseline le els, and listeners’ knowledge to 
non-listeners. 

 

Figure 7 below shows that average knowledge among listeners in Uganda was higher than among non-

listeners, and is over 50%.  

 

 

The knowledge scores in Kenya are approximately 60% for both listeners and non-listeners, indicating 

higher base knowledge in the target region. There is little difference in knowledge scores between men 

and women. Average scores are summarized in Figure 8 below. 
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Figure 6: Average percent of correct responses on 

knowledge quiz, by listening behaviour and 

gender
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Figure 7: Average percentage correct responses on 

knowledge quiz, by gender and listening behaviour
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Table 12 compares the percentage of correct responses to all knowledge questions at both baseline and 

endline in Uganda, between listeners and non-listeners at endline, and between women and men. 

  

Table 12: Baseline and endline results of knowledge survey, disaggregated by listenership and gender, 

Uganda 

QUESTION BASELINE ENDLINE LISTENERS ENDLINE NON-

LISTENERS 

All F M All F M All F M 

Percentage of respondents who knew that 

beans are rich in protein 

61 60 61 69 64 72 56 56 55 

Percentage of respondents who knew that you 

begin ensuring the quality of beans at seed 

selection stage  

36 35 37 38 31 43 35 36 34 

Percentage of respondents who knew that you 

weed beans for the first time three weeks after 

germination 

34 36 33 30 28 31 29 32 25 

Percentage of respondents who knew that you 

should wait one week after seed bed 

preparation before planting beans 

15 13 16 14 17 11 9 10 9 

Percentage of respondents who knew that the 

importance of beans to people's health is that 

they provide protein which helps build 

muscles, bones, and other body tissues 

71 70 72 70 67 73 71 71 72 

Percentage of respondents who knew that a 

few small portions of beans can supply the 

daily requirement of protein for children 

between 6-23 months old 

92 92 92 88 91 86 86 84 88 

Percent of respondents who knew that the 

most effective way to address pests in beans is 

to spray with pesticides 

63 57 70 81 75 85 58 54 63 

AVERAGE SCORE 48 47 50 56 53 57 49 49 49 

62%

59%

63%

64%

56%

57%

58%

59%

60%

61%

62%

63%

64%

65%

Listeners Non-listeners Listeners Non-listeners

Female Male

Figure 8: Average scores on knowledge quiz, by 

listening behaviour and gender, Kenya 
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As shown in the last row of Table 12 abo e, listeners’ a erage knowledge le els rose from 48% to 56%. 

Also, as shown in Figure 9, average knowledge scores for listeners were 14% higher than non-listeners 

(56% vs. 49%). Men’s knowledge s ores were slightly higher than wo en %-50%).  

 

 

Table 13: Baseline and endline results of knowledge survey, disaggregated by listenership and gender, 

Kenya 

QUESTION BASELINE ENDLINE 

LISTENERS 

ENDLINE NON-

LISTENERS 

All F M All F M All F M 

Percentage of respondents who knew that beans 

are rich in protein 

73 74 70 92 93 91 85 85 84 

Percentage of respondents who knew that you 

begin ensuring the quality of beans at seed 

selection stage  

58 58 58 57 58 57 70 68 76 

Percentage of respondents who knew that you 

weed beans for the first time three weeks after 

germination 

14 12 17 17 16 18 8 7 11 

Percentage of respondents who knew that you 

should wait one week after seed bed preparation 

before planting beans  

26 26 23 15 15 14 13 11 18 

Percentage of respondents who knew that the 

importance of beans to people's health is that 

they provide protein which helps build muscles, 

bones, and other body tissues 

74 74 75 94 93 95 89 89 89 

Percentage of respondents who knew that a few 

small portions of beans can supply the daily 

requirement of protein for children between 6-

23 months old 

91 91 90 95 94 98 81 81 81 

56%

49%

53%

50%

53%

40%

45%

50%

55%

60%

Listeners Non-listeners Overall Women Men

Figure 9: Average percentage correct responses on knowledge 

quiz, by listening behaviour, gender, and overall, Uganda
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Percent of respondents who knew that the most 

effective way to address pests in beans is to 

spray with pesticide 

68 66 78 65 64 66 76 70 90 

AVERAGE SCORE 55 55 55 62 62 63 60 59 64 

 

As shown in the last row of Table 13 abo e, listeners’ a erage knowledge levels rose from 55% to 62%. 

Also, as shown in Figure 10, knowledge scores for listeners were slightly higher than non-listeners (62% 

vs. 60%).  

 

 

 

Radio listening behaviour and audience interactions 

This section presents the findings on access to radio, and radio listening behaviour, and listenership to 

the radio programs.  

 

Table 14: Radio access and listening behaviour, Uganda 

INDICATOR                                                                                 RESULT 

% of respondents with home access to radio Overall: 87% 

Men: 92% 

Women: 81% 

% of respondents who had listened to the radio in the last 6 months Overall: 79% 

Men 86% 

Women: 71% 

  

As shown in Table 14, men have a slightly higher rate of access to radio at home in Uganda and had 

listened to the radio in the last 6 months at a slightly higher rate than women. 
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60%
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Figure 10: Average scores on knowledge quiz, by 

listening behaviour, Kenya 
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Table 15: Radio listening behaviour, Kenya 

INDICATOR                                                                   RESULT 

% of respondents with home access to radio Overall: 89% 

Men: 95% 

Women: 86% 

% of respondents who had listened to the 

radio in the last 6 months 

Overall: 90% 

Men 97% 

Women: 87% 

As shown in Table 15, men have a slightly higher rate of access to radio at home in Kenya and had 

listened to the radio in the last 6 months at a slightly higher rate than women. 

 

Listenership rates showed that an average of 38% of respondents had listened to the programs 

supported by FRI in Uganda. See Figure 11 below.  

 
 

As shown in Figure 12, 72% of respondents in listening communities listened to the radio programs, with 

male listenership considerably higher than female listenership.  
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Figure 11: Listenership, by gender and overall, 

Uganda
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RADIO LISTENING BEHAVIOR AND AUDIENCE INTERACTIONS 
This section presents endline findings related to radio listening behaviour and respondents’ opinions of 
the most valuable influence on their decision to regularly feed insects to their chickens or fish. As shown 

in Table 15, men have a slightly higher rate of access to radio at home and had listened to the radio in 

the last 6 months at a slightly higher rate than women. 

  

Table 15: Radio listening behaviour 

INDICATOR                                                                                                      RESULT 

% of respondents with home access to radio Overall: 81% 

Men: 85% 

Women: 77% 

% of respondents who had listened to the radio in the last 6 months Overall: 81% 

Men 84% 

Women: 78% 

% of respondents who belong to a listening group Overall: 12% 

Men: 15% 

Women: 9%  
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Figure 12: Listenership, by gender and overall, Kenya
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FRI uses a platform called Uliza to manage interactions between listeners and project radio stations. 

These interactions include call-ins and the various beep-to services which use interactive voice response 

(IVR) in the back-end, including, in this project, beep-to-call. Table 16 below shows the number of 

individual interactions tracked through Uliza during the project, in total more than 34,000. 

 

Table 16: Interactions with the radio stations throughout the project 

Radio Station Number of people that 

interacted on Uliza platform 

Mega FM 17,150 

Radio Simba  7,470 

Akaboozi FM 6425 

Ramogi FM 3697 

TOTAL  34,742 

 

Figure 13 below shows just one e a ple of the type of data olle ted through FRI’s Uliza feedba k 
system on a weekly basis. This example is from the INSFEED project where we were trying to gain an 

understanding listeners’ attitude toward inse ts as feed. Ea h bar shows the number of votes by 

registered (we know their gender) and non-registered listeners. 
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Figure 13: Would you eat chicken or fish that has been 

fed on insect based feeds?
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SYNTHESIS OF RESULTS TOWARDS AFS THEMES  
The proje t tea  assess that the R proje t is ontributing to two of the four AFS the es: “In reasing 
agricultural produ ti ity A ailability and “I pro ing a ess to resour es, and/or arkets and in o e 
A essibility  are ore rele ant to proje t a ti ities, as des ribed below. 

 

INCREASING AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTIVITY (AVAILABILITY) 

Although some of the promoted bean varieties were already known to the farmers, some of the 

recommended agronomic practices have facilitated improved production. There is often a trade-off 

between optimal agronomic practices and what can be achieved on the farm with limited resources 

including labour constraints at key times in the production process. The radio programs focused on 

increasing productivity through improved agronomic practices therefore establishing a good basis for 

regular and reliable production in groups. The programs promoted improved bean varieties, storage in 

bags, cleaning after harvest, use of pesticides and fertilizer, early land preparation, and record keeping. 

The widespread uptake by listeners of one or more of these practices has led to increased agricultural 

productivity. In addition, farmers have benefited from being able to sell to the private partner for 

processing through collective marketing. 

In discussion with the research team developing pre-cooked bean varieties, it was agreed that at the early 

stages of the radio work, the improved varieties to be promoted, which were selected for pre-cooking 

would be  (NABE- 4, NABE-6, NABE-14, NABE-17, NABE-19, NABE-20, NABE-21) for Uganda and (KAT B1-

Yellow, KAT B9, KAT B 56, Roskoko, Royal, etc.) for Kenya.  

While beans are iewed by so e as a “wo en’s rop , en often ha e de ision-making power once it 

comes to marketing and selling. Decisions about resource allocations in small-scale farming families mean 

it is important that the whole family can see the advantages of investing in bean farming. The programs 

include nuanced messages for women – and have recently focused more on gender aspects.   

Some varieties of the promoted beans are faster maturing – but may have other disadvantages, such as 

producing less biomass which may be used as fodder for example. However, as legumes fix nitrogen in 

the soil, they can form part of an integrated farming system or wider program that supports enhanced 

soil fertility, and therefore contributes to soil conservation and future production.  

The use of insects as poultry or fish feed has provoked great interest among small-scale farmers, as 

chicken rearing especially is common among small-scale farmers. If the issue of the high cost of feeds can 

be addressed through use of insects, many farmers (both male and female) will be keen to expand their 

business.   

IMPROVING ACCESS TO RESOURCES, AND/OR MARKETS AND INCOME (ACCESSIBILITY) 

As noted above, the use of insects as poultry or fish feed offers an opportunity to expand small business 

enterprises for many. Farmers have experience with raising chickens and fish, but cost of feed is a key 

constraint. Sharing of new research results through the radio contributes directly to improving access to 

the resource of feed, and creating new business and income opportunities.  

The 4R team has found farmers and farmers groups who are taking advantage of business opportunities 

they see, and are reaching new markets or having better incomes. The pre-cooked beans project will also 

offer market opportunities as farmers will be able to sell beans to the processors. The 4R project has 

brought together public, private-sector, academic institutions, and NGOs to pool resources to address the 

challenges of both information and legume input supply chains. 
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Promotion of improved varieties and improved agronomical practices in beans is also improving access to 

markets, through the link with processors. A feature of the radio programs was on how to prepare the 

harvested beans for sale to processors (e.g. sorting for quality), and how to operate and market goods as 

a group. The aim of this focus was to improve access to new markets and income for bean farmers, and 

results show that the research and radio projects in collaboration have contributed to this. 

PROJECT OUTPUTS  

The following broadcaster resources were produced in English and in French as part of this 

project: 

  

Scripts and backgrounders 

 Why insects might be the ideal feed for chickens and fish, part I 

 Why insects might be the ideal feed for chickens and fish, part 2 

 Kenyan farmer switches from wheat to beans: Better yields with new bean varieties 

 Managing diseases and pests in common beans 

  

Broadcaster how-to guide 

 Interviewing experts: Best practices for broadcasters and experts 

  

Table 17 below gives an idea of how many times each resources has been accessed since it has 

been published. 

  

Table 17: List of project resources published 

Title FRRP # Downloads 

from FRRP 

email EN 

Downloads 

from FRRP 

email FR 

Unique 

pageviews EN 

(as of June 15) 

Unique 

pageviews FR 

(as of June 15) 

Why insects might be the 

ideal feed for chickens and 

fish, part I 

104 

Sept. 

2016 

4 1 124 56 

Why insects might be the 

ideal feed for chickens and 

fish, part 2 

104 

Sept. 

2016 

2 1 78 33 

Kenyan farmer switches 

from wheat to beans: 

Better yields with new 

bean varieties 

105 

Feb. 

2017 

0 0 42 2 

Managing diseases and 

pests in common beans 

105 

Feb. 

2017 

2 1 34 35 

Broadcaster how-to guide 

Interviewing experts: Best 

practices for broadcasters 

and experts 

106 

May 

2017 

0 22 6 4 

  

http://scripts.farmradio.fm/radio-resource-packs/104-post-harvest-cow-pea/insects-might-ideal-feed-chickens-fish-part/
http://scripts.farmradio.fm/radio-resource-packs/104-post-harvest-cow-pea/insects-might-ideal-feed-chickens-fish-part-2/
http://scripts.farmradio.fm/radio-resource-packs/105-farm-radio-resource-pack/kenyan-farmer-switches-wheat-beans-better-yields-new-bean-varieties/
http://scripts.farmradio.fm/radio-resource-packs/105-farm-radio-resource-pack/managing-diseases-pests-common-beans/
http://scripts.farmradio.fm/radio-resource-packs/106-farm-radio-resource-pack/interviewing-experts-best-practices-broadcasters-experts/
http://scripts.farmradio.fm/radio-resource-packs/104-post-harvest-cow-pea/insects-might-ideal-feed-chickens-fish-part/
http://scripts.farmradio.fm/radio-resource-packs/104-post-harvest-cow-pea/insects-might-ideal-feed-chickens-fish-part/
http://scripts.farmradio.fm/radio-resource-packs/104-post-harvest-cow-pea/insects-might-ideal-feed-chickens-fish-part/
http://scripts.farmradio.fm/radio-resource-packs/104-post-harvest-cow-pea/insects-might-ideal-feed-chickens-fish-part-2/
http://scripts.farmradio.fm/radio-resource-packs/104-post-harvest-cow-pea/insects-might-ideal-feed-chickens-fish-part-2/
http://scripts.farmradio.fm/radio-resource-packs/104-post-harvest-cow-pea/insects-might-ideal-feed-chickens-fish-part-2/
http://scripts.farmradio.fm/radio-resource-packs/105-farm-radio-resource-pack/kenyan-farmer-switches-wheat-beans-better-yields-new-bean-varieties/
http://scripts.farmradio.fm/radio-resource-packs/105-farm-radio-resource-pack/kenyan-farmer-switches-wheat-beans-better-yields-new-bean-varieties/
http://scripts.farmradio.fm/radio-resource-packs/105-farm-radio-resource-pack/kenyan-farmer-switches-wheat-beans-better-yields-new-bean-varieties/
http://scripts.farmradio.fm/radio-resource-packs/105-farm-radio-resource-pack/kenyan-farmer-switches-wheat-beans-better-yields-new-bean-varieties/
http://scripts.farmradio.fm/radio-resource-packs/105-farm-radio-resource-pack/managing-diseases-pests-common-beans/
http://scripts.farmradio.fm/radio-resource-packs/105-farm-radio-resource-pack/managing-diseases-pests-common-beans/
http://scripts.farmradio.fm/radio-resource-packs/106-farm-radio-resource-pack/interviewing-experts-best-practices-broadcasters-experts/
http://scripts.farmradio.fm/radio-resource-packs/106-farm-radio-resource-pack/interviewing-experts-best-practices-broadcasters-experts/
http://scripts.farmradio.fm/radio-resource-packs/106-farm-radio-resource-pack/interviewing-experts-best-practices-broadcasters-experts/
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Barza Wire stories 

Working with local journalists, we have developed and published eight outcomes stories and 

shared on our Barza Wire (http://wire.farmradio.fm/en) website, in our weekly mailout to over 

4,000 subscribers, and via Twitter and Facebook:  

 

Table 18: Barza Wire stories published   

Title Date published Unique 

pageviews EN (as 

of June 14) 

Unique 

pageviews FR 

(as of June 14) 

Uganda: Growing beans for a ready 

market 

Nov. 28, 2016 332 44 

Uganda: Farmers save money by making 

chicken feed with insects 

Dec. 5, 2016 398 119 

Uganda: Feeding insects to fish boosts 

far er’s in o e 

Dec. 5, 2016 118 58 

Uganda: Maggots, termites, and flies as 

feed 

Dec. 12, 2016 215 146 

Uganda: Farmer fights bean pests and 

diseases with quality seed and pesticides 

Dec. 12, 2016 116 41 

Kenya: Farmer makes the switch from 

wheat to beans 

Dec. 12, 2016 153 38 

Uganda: Saving money by using insects 

as chicken feed 

June 5, 2017 69 32 

Uganda: New bean varieties grow - and 

cook - quickly 

June 5, 2017 43 12 

 

PROBLEMS AND CHALLENGES:  
The project has provided yet more evidence that interactive radio is an effective and efficient means for 

reaching farmers and audiences, improving knowledge and increasing uptake of new practices. This 

innovative project went one step further, reaching intended end users, and allowing for engagement 

between researchers and end users while the research was ongoing. In using radio as an innovative 

uptake pathway for ongoing research efforts, the project has increased our understanding of the 

intricacies and issues involved.  

 

In particular, we note the importance of:   

● strong support for radio as a two way information source for reaching farmer 
● buy-in from all non-FRI partners, and therefore in efforts to get programs to air on time 
● solid, open relationships between the implementing team (FRI), the researchers and any private 

partners (eg beans processors) 

http://wire.farmradio.fm/en
http://wire.farmradio.fm/en/farmer-stories/2016/11/uganda-growing-beans-for-a-ready-market-15456
http://wire.farmradio.fm/en/farmer-stories/2016/11/uganda-growing-beans-for-a-ready-market-15456
http://wire.farmradio.fm/en/farmer-stories/2016/12/uganda-farmers-save-money-by-making-chicken-feed-with-insects-15508
http://wire.farmradio.fm/en/farmer-stories/2016/12/uganda-farmers-save-money-by-making-chicken-feed-with-insects-15508
http://wire.farmradio.fm/en/farmer-stories/2016/12/uganda-feeding-insects-to-fish-boosts-farmers-income-15505
http://wire.farmradio.fm/en/farmer-stories/2016/12/uganda-feeding-insects-to-fish-boosts-farmers-income-15505
http://wire.farmradio.fm/en/farmer-stories/2016/12/uganda-maggots-termites-and-flies-as-feed-15561
http://wire.farmradio.fm/en/farmer-stories/2016/12/uganda-maggots-termites-and-flies-as-feed-15561
http://wire.farmradio.fm/en/farmer-stories/2016/12/uganda-farmer-fights-bean-pests-and-diseases-with-quality-seed-and-pesticides-15563
http://wire.farmradio.fm/en/farmer-stories/2016/12/uganda-farmer-fights-bean-pests-and-diseases-with-quality-seed-and-pesticides-15563
http://wire.farmradio.fm/en/farmer-stories/2016/12/kenya-farmer-makes-the-switch-from-wheat-to-beans-15565
http://wire.farmradio.fm/en/farmer-stories/2016/12/kenya-farmer-makes-the-switch-from-wheat-to-beans-15565
http://wire.farmradio.fm/en/farmer-stories/2017/06/uganda-saving-money-by-using-insects-as-chicken-feed-16213
http://wire.farmradio.fm/en/farmer-stories/2017/06/uganda-saving-money-by-using-insects-as-chicken-feed-16213
http://wire.farmradio.fm/en/farmer-stories/2017/06/uganda-new-bean-varieties-grow-and-cook-quickly-16207
http://wire.farmradio.fm/en/farmer-stories/2017/06/uganda-new-bean-varieties-grow-and-cook-quickly-16207
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● ensuring that the programs on air are relevant to season, existing knowledge, and farmers 

priorities 
● timing of radio programs in the research and product development cycle, and how this 

correlates with project timelines 
● the opportunity to gather feedback from listeners, or those using the research results on-farm, 

and passing this on to the researchers to inform ongoing activities.  
 

For example, an early challenge was recognised as that of timing. The radio programs were due to begin 

while the researchers were in the early stages of research. In both cases, for INSFEED and the Precooked 

beans project, FRI took this as an opportunity to air the first series as programs which would prepare 

audiences for potential upcoming research results - for example, sensitizing audiences to the potential 

for rearing and using insects as feed, or concentrating on improving agronomical practices and collective 

marketing in beans, while introducing the concept of pre-cooked bean products.  

The second radio series was intended to promote the products of the research - for example, provide 

recommendations on how to rear specific insects as feed, or promote the on-the-shelf precooked bean 

products among consumers. However, as research can itself be unpredictable, and the process from 

research to shelf for new products can be complicated, we learned that flexibility and good working 

relationships are needed when research results are not clear, or other prerequisites are not in place for 

the results to be made public and acted upon. It is important to keep audiences engaged, yet at the 

same time to strategize among the whole project team to decide which research results are ready to be 

shared with the public, and when.  At this stage it is vital that all project partners maintain 

communication channels and provide realistic timeline so that radio production teams can act 

accordingly. In addition, an effective feedback loop is needed for farmers/listeners to engage with the 

broadcasters and teams behind the recommendations aired on radio.    

OVERALL ASSESSMENT AND RECOMMENDATIONS  

We have found IDRC to be a very supportive partner, for example by providing opportunities for sharing 

and learning at gender and communication workshops and other events. The feedback received from 

the IDRC team on financial and narrative reports has come in a timely manner and been constructive.  

This project has been a great opportunity to develop innovative partnerships between researchers, 

radio stations and farmers, in getting research results to their intended users as soon as possible, and 

we have learned a lot.  



ANNEX 1: RADIO COVERAGE MAPS 
 

Radio Simba Coverage Map (Uganda) 

 
Mega FM Coverage Map (Uganda) 

 
  



Radio Buddu Coverage Map (Uganda) 

 
Akaboozi FM Coverage Map (Uganda) 

 
  



Ramogi FM Coverage Map (Kenya) 

 
*Note: The data necessary for mapping of Sky FM was never provided and therefore a map was unable 

to be made. 

 



ANNEX 2: FARMER TESTIMONIES AND AUDIO CLIPS 
Pre-cooked bean farmer testimonies during monitoring visits 

George Achola from Wiga group- Homabay-Kenya attests “this program has enabled us to give our views 

which has generated a lot of interests from other farmers. This has even made our members more 

co itted a d i terested  

  

Rispar Oreje from Sero group- Homabay -Kenya agrees the pre-cooked bean project has encouraged 

many of us who initiall  feared cooki g ea s to lo e it agai . We are just waiti g to taste  

 

Mercy Akelo from Sapla group- Homabay-Kenya exclaimed I was e cited whe  I heard  oice o  radio 
Ra ogi, I was e couraged to keep gi i g  co tri utio  i  the progra  

Audio Clip testimonies as expressed during the process evaluation (see Annex 6 for report) 

https://soundcloud.com/user-55445195/sets/testimonies-from-partners-on-cultaf-project  

1. Sarah Adongo is Mega FM farmers program broadcaster who was trained by Farm Radio to 

produce interactive farmers program, she was sharing her experience on how the in station 

training benefited her. 

2. Alphonse Acaye is Gulu District Local Government entomologist and has been instrumental in 

providing guidance during the radio program promoting insects as protein feeds for poultry and 

fish. 

3. Paul Aseete is an agriculture Economist working with National Crops Resources Research 

Institute, Paul was overwhelmed with the demand for precooked beans varieties that was 

created by the radio programs. 

 

https://soundcloud.com/user-55445195/sets/testimonies-from-partners-on-cultaf-project


ANNEX 3: OUTCOME EVALUATION SAMPLING STRATEGY (INSFEED) 

Sample design 

The final evaluation will include a face-to-face household survey using a two-stage cluster sampling 

technique. The Primary Sampling Units (PSUs) will be communities across six districts, and the 

Secondary Sampling Units (SSUs) will be households within the communities.  

Sampling frame 

The sampling frame for this survey will consist of radio listeners within the coverage area of Mega FM 

and Radio Simba. The estimated total adult rural population within this frame is almost 1,700,000 

people. Due to this large size the following section on sample size calculation assumes large numbers 

and sample estimations statistically relevant for these sizes. 

Sample size calculation 

The sample size for this endline survey will be calculated with the following equation in accordance with 

recommendations from the United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs1: 

 �ℎ = �2 � 1−� �� �̆ 2  

Where �ℎ is the number of households require for the survey, Z is the standard score, for alpha level of 

0.05, in the normal curve (1.96), �  is estimate of the key indicator (listening to the radio program 60%)2, � refers to a design effect of 1.73, p is the proportion of the total population accounted by the 

population aged 15-64 (51.74%), k is a multiplier to take into a account for the anticipated rate of non-

response (1.1), �̆ is the average household size (4.7), and e is the level of precision (0.05* �). 

Substituting these recommended values gives  

nh = (3.84) (0.60) (1-0.60) (1.7) (1.1) / (0.5174) (5.1) (0.0009). 

Formula [2] reduces further to 

nh = 353 

This sample number is accurate within a 95% confidence interval. 

A priori power analysis 

A statistical power analysis was performed for sample size estimation, based on previously conducted 

                                                           
1 United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs (2005). Designing Household Survey Samples: Practical 

Guidelines. Accessed August 22, 2016: 

http://unstats.un.org/unsd/demographic/sources/surveys/Handbook23June05.pdf  
2 This percentage was obtained through an average calculation from previously administered surveys in Uganda 
3 Design effect reflects the loss of effectiveness by the use of cluster sampling instead of random sampling. It 

considers the rate of homogeneity (roh) and average sample size per cluster. It is difficult to calculate roh as it 

requires gathering data. This design effect was calculated based on a previous survey. 

http://unstats.un.org/unsd/demographic/sources/surveys/Handbook23June05.pdf


FRI studies on the difference in knowledge score between listeners and non-listeners in the sampled 

area. 

 

The effect size (d) in this study is 0.40 considered to be roughly medium using Cohen's (1988) criteria. 

This is based on detecting a difference of 10% in knowledge score between listeners and non-listeners. 

With an alpha = 0.05 and power = 0.80, the projected sample size needed with this effect size (GPower) 

is approximately N = 176 (88 per group). Thus, our proposed sample size of 353 will be more than 

adequate for the main objective of this study. 

 

GPower output: 

t tests - Means: Difference between two independent means (two groups) 

Analysis: A priori: Compute required sample size  

Input: Tail(s) = One 

 Effect size d = 0.5 

  err prob = 0.05 

 Power (1-  err prob) = 0.95 

 Allocation ratio N2/N1 = 1 

Output: Noncentrality parameter δ = 3.3166248 

 Critical t = 1.6536580 

 Df = 174 

 Sample size group 1 = 88 

 Sample size group 2 = 88 

 Total sample size = 176 

 Actual power = 0.9514254 

 

Cluster selection and size (first stage) 

The study will visit clusters that were chosen in the baseline stage of this project including four control 

clusters that could not hear the radio program due to its coverage limitations. These 12 clusters will for 

the primary sampling units for this study and secondary sampling units (households) will be distributed 

using an even distribution of samples in each cluster (due to budget implications and simplicity 

proportional to population sampling was not used in this study). 

  



Systematic random sample (second stage) 

Selection of the households in a cluster will involve identifying a starting position in the cluster; choosing 

a random start number; choosing the direction; and identifying x households on an approximately 

straight line pattern on the selected direction in line with selecting a sampling interval by dividing the 

community population by the number of households to be sampled shown in the table below. The 

sample oversamples slightly to a total of 360 respondents. 

Radio station 
associated 

District Community Type of 
community 

Households 
to sample 

Number 
of men 

Number 
of women 

Mega FM Oyam Loro Listening 30 15 15 

  Minakulu Listening 30 15 15 

 Gulu Koro Listening 30 15 15 

  Paicho Listening 30 15 15 

 Alebtong Alolololo 
East 

Control 30 15 15 

  Alolololo 
West 

Control 30 15 15 

Radio Simba Mukono Kyampisi Listening 30 15 15 

  Nabbale Listening 30 15 15 

 Wakiso Kiwenda Listening 30 15 15 

  Nangabo Listening 30 15 15 

 Masaka Kasaka Control 30 15 15 

  Bukidonga Control 30 15 15 

    TOTAL 360  

 

Analysis of data 

Final analysis of this data will rely on stratifying the sa ple based on respondents’ e posure to the radio 

program. This will include the two main strata of: (1) listeners and (2) non-listeners. Based on previous 

surveys in Uganda, FRI estimates that roughly 60% of respondents will have listened to at least one 

episode of the program. This means that the sample of 360 people is reasonably likely to include a 

sample of both strata that will be representative of the sampling frame (radio listening area). This 

variable, known as r in the equation on page 1, has been integrated into the sample calculation. 

 



ANNEX 4: OUTCOME EVALUATION ENDLINE SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE (INSFEED) 

Section 1.Location 

1.1 

intro instruction 

Welcome to the CultiAf endline survey. This first section will collect some data about the location 

of the respondent. Please push next to continue 

 

1.2 

district 

Please enter the district that you are conducting this survey in.  

Expects a single option response (required) 

 

Oyam [Oyam] 

Alebtong [Alebtong] 

Mukono [Mukono] 

Wakiso [Wakiso] 

Masaka [Masaka] 

Omoro [Omoro] 

1.3 

Village 

Please enter the village that you are conducting this survey in. 

Expects a single option response (required) 

 

Ngai [Ngai] 

Minakulu [Minakulu] 

Koro [Koro] 

Lalogi [Lalogi] 

Alolololo East [Alolololo East] 

Alolololo West [Alolololo West] 

Kyampisi [Kyampisi] 

Nabbale [Nabbale] 



Kiwenda [Kiwenda] 

Nangabo [Nangabo] 

Kasaka [Kasaka] 

Bukidonga [Bukidonga] 

1.4 

Other village 

Please enter other village 

Expects a single line text response (required) 

 

1.5 

Partner radio station 

Please enter the partner radio station associated with this community. (i.e., what radio station is 

FRI working with in the area?) 

Expects a single option response (required) 

 

Mega FM [Mega FM] 

Radio Simba [Radio Simba] 

None - control community [None - control community] 
 

 
 
 

Section 2.About Respondent 

2.1 

about instruction 

Section 2: This section will gather information about the farmer being interviewed. Please push 

Next to continue. 

 

2.2 

name 

Please enter the farmer's name. 

Expects a single line text response (required) 

 

2.3 



gender 

Please enter the farmer's gender. 

Expects a single option response (required) 

 

Female [Female] 

Male [Male] 

2.4 

age 

Please enter the farmer's age. 

Expects a single option response (required) 

 

18-30 [18-30] 

31-45 [31-45] 

46-60 [46-60] 

>60 [>60] 

2.5 

own mobile 

Do you own a mobile phone? 

Expects a single option response (required) 

 

Yes [Yes] 

No, but I use someone else's mobile phone. [No, but I use someone else's mobile phone.] 

No [No] 
Prerequisites 
Skip when own mobile (2.5) Not Equal 'Yes [Yes]' 

2.6 

mobile number 

What is your mobile phone number? 

Expects a single line text response (required) 

 

Prerequisites 
Skip when own mobile (2.5) Not Equal 'Yes [Yes]' 

2.7 

mobile credit 



How much do you spend on mobile credit per month? 

Expects a decimal response (required) 

 

2.8 

Income sources 

What are your main sources of income? 

Expects multiple selected options (required) 

 

Sale of farm produce [Sale of farm produce] 

Occasional labour [Occasional labour] 

Regular waged job or monthly salary [Regular waged job or monthly salary] 

Gifts from family members living overseas [Gifts from family members living overseas] 

Gifts from family members in Uganda [Gifts from family members in Uganda] 

Non-farm business [Non-farm business] 

I don't have a source of income [I don't have a source of income] 

Other [Other] 
Prerequisites 
Skip when Income sources (2.8) Excludes 'Other [Other]' 

2.9 

other income source 

Add the other source of income. 

Expects a single line text response (required) 

 

2.10 

Most important source 

What is your most important source of agricultural information? 

Expects a single option response (required) 

 

Family, neighbors and other farmers [Family, neighbors and other farmers ] 

Extension services [Extension services ] 

Radio programs [Radio programs ] 

Books, pamphlets and flyers [Books, pamphlets and flyers ] 



My phone [My phone ] 

Farmer cooperatives [Farmer cooperatives ] 

NGOs [NGOs] 

Other [Other] 
Prerequisites 
Skip when Most important source (2.10) Not Equal 'Other [Other]' 

2.11 

moist important source other 

Enter other most important source of farming information 

Expects a single line text response (required) 

 

 

 
 
 

Section 3.Fish and poultry 

3.1 

fish 

Do you raise fish? 

Expects a single option response (required) 

 

yes [yes] 

no [no] 

3.2 

chickens 

Do you raise chickens? 

Expects a single option response (required) 

 

yes [yes] 

no [no] 
 

 
 
 

Section 4.Knowledge 

4.1 



knowledge instruction 

The following section will deal with farmers' knowledge about using insects to feed poultry or fish. 

(Push next to continue) 

 

4.2 

Knowledge 1 

Which type of insects and other creatures are eaten by or fed to poultry or fish? (Note to 

enumerator: Ask this as an open-ended question and code the response if it matches the existing 

options. If not, enter it as other.) 

Expects multiple selected options (required) 

 

Crickets [Crickets ] 

Lake flies [Lake flies] 

Grasshoppers [Grasshoppers ] 

Termites [Termites ] 

Tuk/Nkulukuku [Tuk/Nkulukuku] 

Sukuludi/Kisokomi [Sukuludi/Kisokomi] 

Cockroaches [Cockroaches] 

Earthworms [Earthworms ] 

Beetles [Beetles ] 

Black soldier flies [Black soldier flies] 

Other [Other] 

I don't know [I don't know] 

4.3 

Knowledge 2 

Which one of the following statements is true about feeding poultry and fish on insects? 

Expects a single option response (required) 

 

It will cure all diseases [It will cure all diseases] 

It makes poultry and fish produce more eggs [It makes poultry and fish produce more eggs] 



It increases fish and poultry's immunity to disease and reduces the need for 
antibiotics [It increases fish and poultry's immunity to disease and reduces the need for antibiotics ] 

It makes poultry and fish eat less, thus reducing the cost of feed [It makes poultry and fish 

eat less, thus reducing the cost of feed] 

I don't know [I don't know] 

4.4 

Knowledge 3 

True or false: Feeding fish or poultry on insects is more nutritious than feeding them on other 

kinds of feeds. 

Expects a single option response (required) 

 

True [True] 

False [False] 

I don't know [I don't know] 

4.5 

Knowledge 4 

What of the following is NOT an advantage of feeding insects to poultry and fish compared to 

other sources of protein? 

Expects a single option response (required) 

 

They are more nutritious because they have more protein. [They are more nutritious because 

they have more protein.] 

Insects are easier to access than other sources of feed [Insects are easier to access than other 

sources of feed] 

Insects are locally available [Insects are locally available ] 

Insect feed makes chicken and fish grow faster. [Insect feed makes chicken and fish grow faster.] 

I don't know [I don't know] 

4.6 

Knowledge 5 

Which methods for rearing insects do you know about? (Note to enumerator: Ask this as an open-

ended question and code the response if it matches the existing options. If not, enter it as other.) 

Expects multiple selected options (required) 

 



Using netted cages to confine [Using netted cages to confine] 

Using buckets with soaked cotton wool [Using buckets with soaked cotton wool] 

Using hives [Using hives ] 

Letting grass and rubbish rot in a certain place [Letting grass and rubbish rot in a certain place ] 

Others (please specify) [Others (please specify)] 

I don't know any rearing methods [I don't know any rearing methods] 

4.7 

Knowledge 6 

True or false: Feeding fish or poultry on insects is cheaper than feeding them on other kinds of 

feeds. 

Expects a single option response (required) 

 

True [True] 

False [False] 

I don't know [I don't know] 
 

 
 
 

Section 5.Attitudes 

5.1 

attitudes_instruction 

The following section will ask farmers about their attitudes towards using insects to feed fish and 

poultry. Please push Next to continue. 

 

5.2 

attitude 1 

How do you feel about the following statement: I find using insects to feed fish and poultry 

disgusting.Do you: 

Expects a single option response (required) 

 

Strongly agree [Strongly agree] 

Agree [Agree] 



Neither agree nor disagree [Neither agree nor disagree] 

Disagree [Disagree] 

Strongly disagree [Strongly disagree] 

5.3 

attitude 2 

How do you feel about the following statement:: I am willing to try feeding insects to fish or 

poultry no matter how I feel about it. Do you:  

Expects a single option response (required) 

 

Strongly agree [Strongly agree] 

Agree [Agree] 

Neither agree nor disagree [Neither agree nor disagree] 

Disagree [Disagree] 

Strongly disagree [Strongly disagree] 

5.4 

attitude 3 

What are the the main reasons you would not raise raise insects as feed for poultry or fish?  

Expects multiple selected options (required) 

 

It is difficult to get enough insects to feed poultry or fish [It is difficult to get enough insects to 

feed poultry or fish] 

They are disgusting to some people [They are disgusting to some people ] 

My customers might not buy my poultry or fish if they knew they were fed on 
insects [My customers might not buy my poultry or fish if they knew they were fed on insects] 

Insects can cause diseases to poultry or fish [Insects can cause diseases to poultry or fish ] 

Other [Other] 

5.5 

Attitude 4 

Which of the following cultural influences, if any, would stop you from raising insects or feeding 

them to your insects or poultry? 

Expects multiple selected options (required) 

 



Religion [Religion] 

Cultural barriers against eating certain insects [Cultural barriers against eating certain insects] 

Recommendation from doctor [Recommendation from doctor] 

Others [Others] 

None [None] 

5.6 

attitude 5 

If insects were available in large quantities, would you collect and feed them to your poultry or 

fish? 

Expects a single option response (required) 

 

Yes [Yes] 

No [No] 

I don't know [I don't know] 

5.7 

attitude 6 

If insects were available in large quantities, would you substitute them for other sources of protein 

in poultry or fish feed? 

Expects a single option response (required) 

 

Yes [Yes] 

No [No] 

I don't know [I don't know] 

5.8 

attitude 7 

If a method were developed to make it possible, would you be willing to raise insects for poultry or 

fish feed or other uses? 

Expects a single option response (required) 

 

Yes [Yes] 

No [No] 



I don't know [I don't know] 
 

 
 
 

Section Prerequisites 
Skip when chickens (3.2) Equals 'no [no]' 

Section 6.Practice - chickens 

6.1 

practice intro 

This section will ask the farmer about practices for raising chickens. (Press next to continue) 

 

6.2 

chicken type 

Which type of chickens do you rear?  

Expects multiple selected options (required) 

 

Local chickens [Local chickens] 

Broilers [Broilers ] 

Layers [Layers] 

Croilers [Croilers] 

Other [Other] 
Prerequisites 
Skip when chicken type (6.2) Excludes 'Other [Other]' 

6.3 

chicken type other 

What other type of chicken do you raise? 

Expects a single line text response (required) 

 

6.4 

Chickens raised 

How many chickens do you raise? 

Expects a single option response (required) 

 

Less than 50 [Less than 50 ] 

100-300 [100-300] 



300-500 [300-500 ] 

500-1000 [500-1000 ] 

More than 1000 [More than 1000] 

6.5 

Poultry source income 

How important is poultry farming as a source of income compared to other sources?  

Expects a single option response (required) 

 

Number one source of income [Number one source of income] 

Number two source of income [Number two source of income ] 

Number three source of income [Number three source of income ] 

Number four source of income [Number four source of income ] 

Other [Other] 

6.6 

Poultry system 

How do you rear your poultry? 

Expects a single option response (required) 

 

Free- range [Free- range ] 

Confined [Confined ] 

Combined method: confine and let them out at some point in the day [Combined method: 

confine and let them out at some point in the day ] 

Separate methods: indigenous are free- range and exotic are confined [Separate 

methods: indigenous are free- range and exotic are confined ] 

Other [Other] 

6.7 

main feed 

What is the main type of poultry feed you use? [Indigenous chicken/free range farmers may say 

they don't feed, or that chickens feed on their own, but still ask: when you do any supplementary 

feeding, what do you mainly feed with?) (Note to enumerator: Ask this as an open-ended question 

and code the response if it matches the existing options. If not, enter it as other.) 

Expects multiple selected options (required) 

 



Maize bran mixed with mukene [Maize bran mixed with mukene ] 

Maize bran mixed with sunflower cake [Maize bran mixed with sunflower cake ] 

Maize bran mixed with cottonseed cake [Maize bran mixed with cottonseed cake ] 

Food residues or leftovers [Food residues or leftovers ] 

Factory processed fish feed eg from Ugachick [Factory processed fish feed eg from Ugachick ] 

Insects collected from different sources [Insects collected from different sources ] 

Grains and grains residues eg maize, rice [Grains and grains residues eg maize, rice ] 

Vegetables and other leaves eg potato leaves [Vegetables and other leaves eg potato leaves ] 

Rice bran and other ingredients [Rice bran and other ingredients ] 

Pollard (wheat) [Pollard (wheat) ] 

We don’t feed the chickens [We don’t feed the chickens ] 

Other [Other] 

6.8 

second main feed 

What is the second main type of feed for your poultry?(Note to enumerator: Ask this as an open-

ended question and code the response if it matches the existing options. If not, enter it as other.) 

Expects a single option response (required) 

 

Maize bran mixed with mukene [Maize bran mixed with mukene ] 

Maize bran mixed with sunflower cake [Maize bran mixed with sunflower cake ] 

Maize bran mixed with cottonseed cake [Maize bran mixed with cottonseed cake ] 

Food residues or leftovers [Food residues or leftovers ] 

Factory processed fish feed eg from Ugachick [Factory processed fish feed eg from Ugachick ] 

Insects collected from different sources [Insects collected from different sources ] 

Grains and grains residues eg maize, rice [Grains and grains residues eg maize, rice ] 

Vegetables and other leaves eg potato leaves [Vegetables and other leaves eg potato leaves ] 

Rice bran and other ingredients [Rice bran and other ingredients ] 

Pollad (wheat) [Pollard (wheat) ] 

Other [Other] 



6.9 

Main protein feed 

What is your main source of protein in poultry feed? (Note to enumerator: Ask this as an open-

ended question and code the response if it matches the existing options. If not, enter it as other.) 

Expects a single option response (required) 

 

Mukene [Mukene ] 

Sunflower cake [Sunflower cake ] 

Cotton seed cake [Cotton seed cake ] 

Soybean [Soybean ] 

Slat (lime) [Slat (lime)] 

Insects [Insects ] 

Premix [Premix ] 

Blood meal [Blood meal] 

Shell or /bone powder [Shell or /bone powder ] 

Other [Other ] 

I don't know [I don't know] 

6.10 

Second main protein feed 

What is the second most important source of protein in poultry feed?(Note to enumerator: Ask 

this as an open-ended question and code the response if it matches the existing options. If not, enter 

it as other.) 

Expects a single option response (required) 

 

Mukene [Mukene ] 

Sunflower cake [Sunflower cake ] 

Cotton seed cake [Cotton seed cake ] 

Soybean [Soybean ] 

Slat (lime) [Slat (lime) ] 

Insects [Insects ] 



Premix [Premix ] 

Blood meal [Blood meal] 

Shell or bone powder [Shell or bone powder ] 

Other [Other ] 

I don't know [I don't know] 

6.11 

acquire feed 

What is the main way you acquire feed for your poultry? 

Expects a single option response (required) 

 

I grow and process and mix my own feed [I grow and process and mix my own feed ] 

I buy maize bran, mukene, etc and mix the ingredients myself [I buy maize bran, mukene, 

etc and mix the ingredients myself ] 

I partly use homegrown feed and buy some to add to the mix [I partly use homegrown feed 

and buy some to add to the mix ] 

I buy all feeds already mixed [I buy all feeds already mixed] 

6.12 

where buy feeds 

Where or who do you buy feeds from? 

Expects multiple selected options (required) 

 

Ugachick [Ugachick ] 

Biyinzika [Biyinzika ] 

From local traders who mix and sell [From local traders who mix and sell ] 

From neighbors/other famers [From neighbors/other famers ] 

From several sources or all of the above [From several sources or all of the above ] 

Other [Other] 

6.13 

Biggest challenge 

Which of the following is the biggest challenge in your poultry business? 

Expects a single option response (required) 

 



Cost of feeds [Cost of feeds ] 

Market [Market ] 

Cost of drugs [Cost of drugs ] 

Diseases [Diseases ] 

Predators [Predators ] 

Other [Other] 

6.14 

Other biggest challenge 

Enter other biggest challenge 

Expects a single line text response (required) 

 

6.15 

fed poultry with insects 

Have you ever fed insects or insects remains or leftovers to your poultry? 

Expects a single option response (required) 

 

Yes [Yes] 

No [No] 

6.16 

Community harvesting 

Are there people in your community who are harvesting insects for poultry feeding? 

Expects a single option response (required) 

 

Yes [Yes] 

No [No] 
Prerequisites 
Skip when Community harvesting (6.16) Equals 'No [No]' 

6.17 

who collect insects 

Who normally collects these insects for poultry feed? 

Expects multiple selected options (required) 

 

Men [Men ] 



Both men and women [Both men and women] 

Women [Women ] 

Boys [Boys ] 

Girls [Girls] 

Boys and girls [Boys and girls ] 

I don’t know [I don’t know] 
Prerequisites 
Skip when Community harvesting (6.16) Equals 'No [No]' 

6.18 

Do after collecting 

After collecting insects to feed to poultry, what do you do to them before feeding them to poultry? 

Expects multiple selected options (required) 

 

The insects are not treated before being fed to poultry, [The insects are not treated before 

being fed to poultry,] 

Roast a bit to kill [Roast a bit to kill ] 

Sun dry [Sun dry] 

Crush and make powder [Crush and make powder ] 

Wash before giving [Wash before giving ] 

I don’t know [I don’t know] 

6.19 

insects raise 

Which insects would you be willing to raise and/or harvest to use for poultry feed? (Note to 

enumerator: Ask this as an open-ended question and code the response if it matches the existing 

options. If not, enter it as other.) 

Expects multiple selected options (required) 

 

Crickets [Crickets] 

Lake flies [Lake flies ] 

Grasshoppers [Grasshoppers ] 

Termites [Termites ] 

Tuk (Luganda name needed)…. [Tuk (Luganda name needed)….] 



Sukuludi/Kisokomi [Sukuludi/Kisokomi ] 

Cockroaches [Cockroaches ] 

Earthworms [Earthworms ] 

Beetles [Beetles ] 

Black soldier flies [Black soldier flies ] 

Any insects [Any insects ] 

Black soldiers fly [Black soldiers fly] 

Califora fly [Califora fly] 

Other [Other] 

I don't know [I don't know] 
 

 
 
 

Section Prerequisites 
Skip when fish (3.1) Equals 'no [no]' 

Section 7.Practice - fish 

7.1 

practice intro fish 

This section will ask the farmer about production practices for raising fish. (Press next to 

continue) 

 

7.2 

fish type 

Which type of fish do you rear?  

Expects multiple selected options (required) 

 

Catfish [Catfish ] 

Tilapia nilotica [Tilapia nilotica ] 

Tilapia zirii [Tilapia zirii ] 

Mirror cat [Mirror cat ] 

Nile perch [Nile perch ] 

Other [Other] 



Prerequisites 
Skip when fish type (7.2) Excludes 'Other [Other]' 

7.3 

fish type other 

What other type of fish do you raise? 

Expects a single line text response (required) 

 

7.4 

Fish raised 

How many fish do you have in the pond now? [Note that some farmers say they are fish farmers 

when have no fish in the pond at the moment] 

Expects a single option response (required) 

 

Less than 100 [Less than 100] 

100-300 [100-300] 

300-500 [300-500] 

500-1000 [500-1000] 

More than 1000 [More than 1000] 

None at the moment [None at the moment] 

7.5 

Fish source income 

How important is fish farming as a source of income compared to other sources?  

Expects a single option response (required) 

 

Number one source of income [Number one source of income] 

Number two source of income [Number two source of income ] 

Number three source of income [Number three source of income ] 

Number four source of income [Number four source of income ] 

Other [Other] 
Prerequisites 
Skip when Fish source income (7.5) Equals 'Number one source of income [Number one source of income]' 

7.6 

Main source income fish 



What is your main source of income? 

Expects a single option response (required) 

 

Crop farming [Crop farming ] 

Trade/business [Trade/business ] 

Employed in government or NGO [Employed in government or NGO ] 

Employed in private sector [Employed in private sector] 

Other [Other] 

7.7 

main feed fish 

What is the main ingredient in your fish feed? (Note to enumerator: Ask this as an open-ended 

question and code their response if it matches the existing options. If not, enter it as other. ) 

Expects multiple selected options (required) 

 

Maize bran mixed with mukene [Maize bran mixed with mukene ] 

Maize bran mixed with sunflower cake [Maize bran mixed with sunflower cake ] 

Maize brand mixed with cottonseed cake [Maize brand mixed with cottonseed cake ] 

Food residues/leftovers [Food residues/leftovers ] 

Factory processed fish feed eg from Ugachick [Factory processed fish feed eg from Ugachick ] 

Insects collected from different sources [Insects collected from different sources ] 

Grains and grains residues eg maize, rice [Grains and grains residues eg maize, rice ] 

Vegetables and other leaves eg potato leaves [Vegetables and other leaves eg potato leaves ] 

Rice bran and other ingredients [Rice bran and other ingredients ] 

Pollard (wheat) [Pollard (wheat) ] 

Other [Other] 

7.8 

second main feed fish 

What is the second main type of feed for your fish? (Note to enumerator: Ask this as an open-

ended question and code the response if it matches the existing options. If not, enter it as other. ) 

Expects a single option response (required) 

 



Maize bran mixed with mukene [Maize bran mixed with mukene ] 

Maize bran mixed with sunflower cake [Maize bran mixed with sunflower cake ] 

Maize bran mixed with cottonseed cake [Maize bran mixed with cottonseed cake ] 

Food residues/leftovers [Food residues/leftovers ] 

Factory processed fish feed eg from Ugachick [Factory processed fish feed eg from Ugachick ] 

Insects collected from different sources [Insects collected from different sources ] 

Grains and grains residues eg maize, rice [Grains and grains residues eg maize, rice ] 

Vegetables and other leaves eg potato leaves [Vegetables and other leaves eg potato leaves ] 

Rice bran and other ingredients [Rice bran and other ingredients ] 

Pollard (wheat) [Pollard (wheat) ] 

Other [Other] 

7.9 

Main protein feed fish 

What is your MAIN source of protein ingredient for your fish? (Note to enumerator: Ask this as an 

open-ended question and code the response if it matches the existing options. If not, enter it as 

other. ) 

Expects a single option response (required) 

 

Mukene [Mukene ] 

Sunflower cake [Sunflower cake ] 

Cotton seed cake [Cotton seed cake ] 

Soybean [Soybean ] 

Salt (lime) [Salt (lime)] 

Insects [Insects ] 

Premix [Premix ] 

Blood meal [Blood meal] 

Shell or bone powder [Shell or bone powder ] 

Other [Other ] 

I don't know [I don't know] 



7.10 

Second main protein feed fish 

What is the SECOND main protein ingredient for your fish? (Note to enumerator: Ask this as an 

open-ended question and code the response if it matches the existing options. If not, enter it as 

other. ) 

Expects a single option response (required) 

 

Mukene [Mukene ] 

Sunflower cake [Sunflower cake ] 

Cotton seed cake [Cotton seed cake ] 

Soybean [Soybean ] 

Salt (lime) [Salt (lime) ] 

Insects [Insects ] 

Premix [Premix ] 

Blood meal [Blood meal] 

Shell or bone powder [Shell or bone powder ] 

Other [Other ] 

I don't know [I don't know] 

7.11 

acquire feed fish 

What is the main way you acquire feed for your fish? 

Expects a single option response (required) 

 

 I grow and process and mix my own feed [ I grow and process and mix my own feed] 

I buy the ingredients and mix myself [I buy the ingredients and mix myself ] 

 I partly use homegrown feed and also buy some ingredients to add to the mix [ I 
partly use homegrown feed and also buy some ingredients to add to the mix ] 

I buy all feeds already mixed [I buy all feeds already mixed] 

Other [Other] 

7.12 

where buy feeds fish 



Where or who do you buy fish feed from? 

Expects multiple selected options (required) 

 

Ugachick [Ugachick ] 

Biyinzika [Biyinzika ] 

From local traders who mix and sell to others [From local traders who mix and sell to others ] 

From neighbors/other famers [From neighbors/other famers ] 

Several sources or /all of the above [Several sources or /all of the above ] 

Other [Other] 

7.13 

Biggest challenge fish 

Which of the following is the biggest challenge in your fish business? 

Expects a single option response (required) 

 

Cost of feeds [Cost of feeds ] 

Market [Market ] 

Cost of drugs [Cost of drugs ] 

Diseases [Diseases ] 

Predators [Predators ] 

Other [Other] 

7.14 

Biggest challenge fish other 

Enter other challenge 

Expects a single line text response (required) 

 

7.15 

fed fish with insects 

Have you ever fed insects or insect remains or leftovers to your fish? 

Expects a single option response (required) 

 

Yes [Yes] 



No [No] 

7.16 

Community harvesting fish 

Are there people in your community who are harvesting insects to feed to fish? 

Expects a single option response (required) 

 

Yes [Yes] 

No [No] 
Prerequisites 
Skip when Community harvesting fish (7.16) Equals 'No [No]' 

7.17 

who collect insects fish 

Who normally collects these insects for fish feed? 

Expects multiple selected options (required) 

 

Men [Men ] 

Women [Women ] 

Boys [Boys ] 

Girls [Girls] 

Boys and girls [Boys and girls ] 

I don’t know [I don’t know] 
Prerequisites 
Skip when Community harvesting fish (7.16) Equals 'No [No]' 

7.18 

Do after collecting fish 

After collecting insects to feed to fish, how are the insects treated before feeding them to fish? 

Expects multiple selected options (required) 

 

Nothing. We just give the insects like that [Nothing. We just give the insects like that ] 

Roast a bit to kill [Roast a bit to kill ] 

Sun dry [Sun dry] 

Crush and make powder [Crush and make powder ] 

Wash before giving [Wash before giving ] 



I don’t know [I don’t know] 

7.19 

insects raise fish 

Which insects would you be willing to raise and/or harvest to use for fish feed? (Note to 

enumerator: Ask this as an open-ended question and code the response if it matches the existing 

options. If not, enter it as other.) 

Expects multiple selected options (required) 

 

 Crickets [ Crickets ] 

Lake flies [Lake flies ] 

Grasshoppers [Grasshoppers ] 

Termites [Termites ] 

Tuk (Luganda name needed) [Tuk (Luganda name needed)] 

Sukuludi/Kisokomi [Sukuludi/Kisokomi ] 

Cockroaches [Cockroaches ] 

Earthworms [Earthworms ] 

Beetles [Beetles ] 

Black soldier flies [Black soldier flies ] 

Any insects [Any insects ] 

Other [Other ] 

Black soldier fly [Black soldier fly] 

Califora fly [Califora fly] 

I don't know [I don't know] 
 

 
 
 

Section 8.Influence 

8.1 

Feed insects regularly 



Do you now regularly feed insects to your chickens or fish? 

Expects a single option response (required) 

 

yes [yes] 

no [no] 
Prerequisites 
Skip when Feed insects regularly (8.1) Equals 'no [no]' 

8.2 

Feed insects when start 

When did you start regularly feeding insects to your chickens or fish? 

Expects a single option response (required) 

 

This year [This year] 

Last year [Last year] 

More than 2 years ago [More than 2 years ago] 
Prerequisites 
Skip when Feed insects regularly (8.1) Equals 'no [no]' 

8.3 

Feed insects influence 

If you had to choose one major influence on your decision to start regularly feeding insects to your 

chickens or fish, what would it be? 

Expects a single option response (required) 

 

My family [My family] 

My friends or neighbours [My friends or neighbours] 

Extension worker(s) [Extension worker(s)] 

NGOs or other organizations were promoting it [NGOs or other organizations were promoting it] 

I listened to a radio program on the subject [I listened to a radio program on the subject] 

I went to a training in person [I went to a training in person] 

Other [Other] 
 

 
 
 

Section 9.Radio listening and preferences 



9.1 

radio listening intro 

The following section contains questions relating to radio listening practices. Push Next to 

continue. 

 

9.2 

Access to radio 

Do you have access to a radio at home? 

Expects a single option response (required) 

 

Yes [Yes] 

No [No] 

9.3 

Listened 6 months 

Have you listened to the radio in the past six months? 

Expects a single option response (required) 

 

Yes [Yes] 

No [No] 

I don't know [I don't know] 
Prerequisites 
Skip when Listened 6 months (9.3) Equals 'Yes [Yes]' 

9.4 

Not listen reason 

Why not? 

Expects a single option response (required) 

 

I don’t own a radio [I don’t own a radio] 

I can’t afford batteries [I can’t afford batteries] 

I’m too busy to listen to the radio [I’m too busy to listen to the radio] 

I get information through other means [I get information through other means] 

I don’t like listening to the radio [I don’t like listening to the radio] 

Other [Other] 



Prerequisites 
Skip when Not listen reason (9.4) Not Equal 'Other [Other]' OR 
Skip when Listened 6 months (9.3) Equals 'Yes [Yes]' 

9.5 

Not listen reason other 

Enter other reason respondent hasn't listened to the radio in the last 6 months? 

Expects a single line text response (required) 

 

9.6 

Listen to program 

Did you listen to Lobo pa Lupur (on the radio station Mega FM) OR Lutabanjalire (on the radio 

station Simba FM)? ***Enumerator: Make sure the respondent knows what the topic of the program 

was if they say yes. If they do not know what it was about, mark this as a no. 

Expects a single option response (required) 

 

Yes [Yes] 

No [No] 
Prerequisites 
Skip when Listen to program (9.6) Equals 'No [No]' 

9.7 

Episodes listened to 

There were 34 episodes of this program on ______ (insert either Mega FM or Simba FM). 

Approximately how many did you listen to?  

Expects a single option response (required) 

 

One or two [One or two ] 

Three to five [Three to five] 

Six to ten [Six to ten] 

Eleven to fifteen [Eleven to fifteen] 

About half (Sixteen to Eighteen) [About half (Sixteen to Eighteen)] 

More than half [More than half] 

All or almost all [All or almost all] 

9.8 

In listening group - 



Do you belong to a radio listening group? 

Expects a single option response (required) 

 

Yes [Yes] 

No [No] 
 

 
 
 

Section 10.Photo and Closing 

10.1 

photo_instruction 

The next question will ask you to take a photo of the farmer with the phone. Make sure you have 

enough light! Also, please ask the farmer if it is okay to use their photo for Farm Radio publications 

and reports in the future. If they do not give you this permission, DO NOT take their photo. *Also be 

sure to take some photos with your normal camera and outside of Mobenzi to get some high 

resolution shots! Push Next to continue. 

 

10.2 

photo 

Now, please take a photo of the farmer. Options->Take photo-> push button to take photo 

Expects an image response (optional) 

 

10.3 

9_GPS 

If your phone is GPS enabled (Nokia E5) please enter the GPS location. You may need to click 

Options->Get Location 

Expects a latitude and longitude coordinate (optional) 

 

10.4 

end 

THE END! Please thank the farmer for their time and let them know that their participation will 

help us serve farmers like them in the future. Please press next to end the survey. 

 



 

ANNEX 5: PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION PLAN (FRI INTERNAL PROCESS) 
1. Project Info Sheet  

Project Title Research Uptake: Radio for reaching farmers with research results (4R) 

Countries Uganda and Kenya 

FRI budget  Total budget $543,005 CAD 

FRI role Implementer 

Lead organization FRI 

Other partner(s) Makerere University, ICIPE and NARO 

Grant 
administrator 

Karen Hampson 

Country project 
lead(s) 

Askebir, Lynn and David  

Duration 24 months Start 
date 

7/17/2015 End date 6/17/2017 

Funder IDRC 

Summary of the 
overall 
project(max. 150 

words) 

The project is aimed at enabling rural farming communities to access research results by 

bridging the gap between them and researchers through a variety of interactive radio 
methods. FRI intends to support two of the CultiAF funded projects to enable the research 

teams to reach end-users effectively and efficiently to encourage appropriate use of 
research results. The two projects are: INSFEED (“Integrating insects in poultry and 
fish feeds in Kenya and Uganda”), and the “Precooked bean products for food and 
nutrition security, and incomes in Kenya and Uganda”.   
FRI brings a range of radio and ICT tools and methods as the innovative uptake pathway in 

this project. Interactive radio programs are to be broadcast over a time-span of several 
months per segment, and are directed toward specific, measurable learning and behaviour 

goals. 

Target reach for 
the overall project 

650,000 listeners and 80,000 adopters drawn from 4 radio stations, three of them from 

Uganda and one from Kenya.  

How? (Overall 
project strategy) 

Bridging the gap between researchers and research end users (farmers) through 
participatory radio to enable farmers toassess, try or tinker and, hopefully, adopt methods 

from research results. 

Summary of FRI’s 
role 

FRI will take the role of designing and implementing the radio component of the project. 
This will include radio partner selection, broadcaster training, listener groups selection and 

training, audience research, quality control (on radio content etc) and monitoring and 
evaluation.  

Target reach for 
FRI 

650,000 listeners and 80,000 adopters drawn from 4 radio stations, three of them from 
Uganda and one from Kenya. 

FRI strategies, 
e.g. PRC, EFRAS, 
CLG, etc. 

A variety of participatory radio methods will be employed. These include: Participatory 

Agricultural Radio Series (PARS), to Participatory Radio Campaigns (PRCs), farmer polls, and 
mini-dramas 

Location(s) Three radio stations and 30 listener groups will be selected basing on the research locations 

in Uganda and one radio station and 10 listener groups will be selected from Kenya. 

Radio station 
partners 

Will be selected depending on research locations and farmer preference 

ICT inputs It will employ different ICT services such as Agripoll; Beep to vote; and Radio extension 
advice to enrich the interaction and get information on agreed upon indicators (IVR, Bee to 

vote, beet to get input suppliers....)  

Broadcast 
resources  

Write stories for Barza wire  

Training One week intensive training workshop 
IST and ICT training for stations 

Specific measures 
on gender 
equality 

• 50% of all the target beneficiaries will be women  

• Broadcast should address how research results affect and work for women (through 
discussions and testimonials on experiences of women) 

 Spending plan  

Annual workplan  

Links to other 
projects 

  

  



 
 

2. Logic Model 
              Goal: 

ULTIMATE 

OUTCOME 

 The use of effective, interactive and entertaining radio strategies will increase widespread understanding and uptake of research 

conducted by two selected CultiAF research projects, and therefore contribute to their success and achieving their project objectives.  

   

INTERMEDIATE 

OUTCOME 

 20% of surveyed rural listeners involved in poultry and/or fish production (estimated 80,000) have added insects to the diets of their 

poultry or fish. 

   

IMMEDIATE 

OUTCOMES 

 1. At least 650,000 rural people 

involved in small-scale poultry, 
bean and fish production reached 

by interactive radio programs 
 

2. Surveyed rural listeners involved in 

poultry or fish production (extrapolated 
total 400,000) demonstrate significantly 

higher knowledge about a variety of 
affordable and nutritious poultry or fish 

feed options than non-listeners 
 

3. Surveyed rural listeners involved in poultry or 

fish production (estimated 400,000) demonstrate 
significantly higher knowledge about how insects 

can be used as an affordable and nutritious 
poultry or fish feed options than non-listeners 

   

OUTPUTS 

4. 1.  Formative research report 

including baseline knowledge 
and practice levels  

2. Contracts/MoUs with four radio 
stations 

3. Production teams at 4 radio 

stations trained/capacitated for 
producing interactive radio 

progs about poultry &/or fish 
4. ‘reach maps’ for these four 

stations  
5. Radio program designs aimed at 

raising awareness and 
knowledge of feeding options 

completed 

6. Four radio stations produce and 
broadcast at least 6 episodes of 

interactive radio programs about 
affordable and nutritious poultry 

or fish feed options, including 
insects. 

7. Three stations broadcast an initial 14-

week PRC on insect-based food options for 
poultry and/or fish  

8. 60% of regular listeners (of whom half 
are women) demonstrate knowledge of 

how insects can be incorporated into the 

diets of their poultry and fish.  
9. 20% of regular listeners introduce insects 

into poultry/fish feed  
10. One station broadcasts 12-16 weeks 

programming promoting bean 
consumption, knowledge, increased 

production and use, plus use of any new 
product 

11. Form and activate 10 community listener 

groups with at least 50% female 
membership to actively engage in the 

PRCs. 
 

12. Ensure broadcast times are convenient to 

females and to youth, and that the radio 
partner and presenters are appealing to females 

and youth 
13. Facilitate female and youth interaction with the 

radio program – set up “women’s call-in lines”, 
encourage interviews with women and youth, 
ensure at least one of the program presenters 

or reporters is female 
14. All radio episodes are independently reviewed, 

by content and radio specialists, and feedback 
shared with radio production teams 

15. 25% of interactions with radio shows are with 
women listeners  

16. One outcome evaluation completed and 

evaluation report written 
17. One peer reviewed manuscript 

18. One scientific & conference presentation 
19. Five resources for broadcasters across Africa on 

animal feeding practices and alternatives (radio 
scripts, stories, “how-to” documents) 

 
 



 
 

3. Performance Measurement Framework 

Description of result Indicator with targets Monitoring, research & 

analysis method(s) 

Timing (Mo/Yr) Person 

responsible 

Notes,  

budget info 

Outputs (direct results of activities) 

Formative research report 
including baseline knowledge 
and practice levels 

Four formative research reports for each 

Radio station area 

-# groups interviewed, -

#questionnaires  

Month 1-2 David, 

volunteer 

 

Contracts/MoUs with four 
radio stations 

MOUs/agreements reached with 4 stations 

(3 in Uganda and 1 in Kenya)  

-#MoUs/agreements 

reached  

Month 1-6  Pascal, Viola, 

David 

There is 

enough 
funding  

 ‘reach maps’ for 4 stations 
showing total rural 
population reached by their 
FM signals 

Reach maps developed for each of the 4 

stations 

-# of reach maps filed Month 1-6 Viola  

4 radio stations produce and 
broadcast at least 6 episodes 
of interactive radio programs 
(24 unique episodes) about 
affordable and nutritious 
poultry or fish feed options, 
including insects.  

INSFEED programmes running on selected 
FM stations  

 

-# of programmes 
produced 

-Recordings of progs 
sent to FRI 

Continuous  Pascal   

Three stations broadcast an 
initial 14-week PRC on 
insect-based food options for 
poultry and/or fish  
 

INSFEED programmes running on selected 

FM stations  

-# of programmes 

produced 
-Recordings of progs 

sent to FRI 

Continuous  Pascal   

One station broadcasts 12-16 
weeks programming 
promoting bean 

Beans promotion radio programmes running 

on selected FM station 

-# of programmes 

produced 
-Recordings of progs 

Continuous  Pascal   

ACTIVITIES 

 Formative research 

 Confirm and engage selected 
radio station partner(s) and 

conduct in-station training. 

 Design and produce 
participatory radio 

programmes to promote 
research uptake by farmers  

 Pre-production, planning and 
broadcast of interactive radio 

programs 

 Formation or confirmation of 
CommunityListeners Groups and 

listener engagement 

 ICT integration 

 Monthly reporting, monitoring and 
ongoing feedback and interaction 

 Longitudinal documentation (photo, video and 
narrative)of selected farmers on adoption of research 

results for case study stories and blogposts 

 Produce maps for each radio station which shows 
coverage and calculate the estimated number of 

listeners using new innovations 

 Publishing case studies on  

 Evaluate and share results (Summative Evaluation, 
Process Evaluation and Outcome Evaluation). 



 
 

consumption, knowledge, 
increased production and 
use, plus use of any new 
product 

sent to FRI 

10 community listener 
groups per station (at least 
50% women) formed and 
activated to actively engage 
in the PRCs. 

At least 30  Listener groups meeting every 

week  

-CLG attendance list 

-filled listener diary 
forms 

-CLG member register  
-Verification during 

monitoring visits  

Continuous  David, Pascal  

“Women’s call-in lines” set 
up to encourage participation 
of women and youth  

Special FM studio call-in lines set up and 
used in the 4 selected FM stations  

-through review of progs 
recordings 

-physical checks when 
visiting stations  

Continuous David, Pascal  

25% of interactions with 
radio shows are with women 
listeners 

Women actively participating in radio progs 

through call-ins 

-through review of progs 

recordings sent to FRI 
 

Continuous Pascal   

One outcome evaluation 
completed and evaluation 
report written 

Outcome evaluation conducted;  -Evaluation data 
collected 

-Evaluation report 
written  

End of project  David, Lynn 
and selected 

FRI team 

 

One peer reviewed 
manuscript 

Draft manuscript  Draft manuscript Mainly at project 

end but will draw 
from continuous 

project reporting) 

David, Karen  

One scientific & conference 
presentation 

Attending and presenting paper in 
conferences  

-Conference invitation(s) 
-# of conferences 

presented to 
-Conferences reports 

End (or towards 
end of project  

David, Karen  

Five resources for 
broadcasters across Africa on 
animal feeding practices and 
alternatives (radio scripts, 
stories, “how-to” documents) 

Resources produced  -# of sets of resources  

-distribution list  

Continuous as 

they becomes  

Knowledge Mgt 

Team,  

 

      



 
 

Short term (immediate)outcomes (2-6 months) 

At least 650,000 rural people 

involved in small-scale poultry, 
bean and fish production 

reached by interactive radio 

programs 

Radio stations broadcasting INSFEED 

and pre-cooked beans programming 

-listener group 

surveys 

Monitoring  Continuous   

Production teams at four radio 

stations trained and 

capacitated for producing 
interactive radio programs 

about poultry and/or fish 

Four teams have minimum two staff per 

team completing FRI-designed and run 

in-station training. Certificates 
presented. 

-Analysis of broadcast 

content  

 

Pascal  Continuous  

Surveyed rural listeners 
involved in poultry or fish 

production (extrapolated total 
400,000) demonstrate 

significantly higher knowledge 
about a variety of  affordable 

and nutritious poultry or fish 
feed options than non-

listeners 

Awareness by target groups about insect 
feed and –precooked beans 

-Listener surveys 
-mid term evaluation  

 

David, Pascal, 
Lynn 

Continuous  

Surveyed rural listeners 
involved in poultry or fish 

production (estimated 

400,000) demonstrate 
significantly higher knowledge 

about how insects can be 
used as an affordable and 

nutritious poultry or fish feed 
options than non-listeners 

Target groups applying practices in their 
farms  

-Monitoring visits 
-mid term evaluations  

David, Pascal, 
Lynn 

Continuous  

At least 25% of the voices 

heard on radio programs 
about poultry/fish feed are 

female. 

Women actively participating in radio 

programmes through call-in etc 

-Analysis of broadcast 

content and SMS 
feedback  

 

Pascal, Viola  Continuous  

Females and youth are as 
likely as older males to listen 

regularly to the radio 
programs 

Women actively participating in radio 
programmes through call-in etc 

-Analysis of broadcast 
content and SMS 

feedback 
-Monitoring visits   

 

Pascal, David, 
Viola 

Continuous  



 
 

Intermediate outcomes (6-24 months) 

20% of surveyed rural 
listeners involved in poultry 

and/or fish production 
(estimated 80,000) have 

added insects to the diets of 
their poultry or fish. 

Listeners applying the practices  -Monitoring visits   
-Mid term evaluation  

David, Lynn  Continuous   

50% of surveyed rural 
listeners involved in bean 

production and consumption 
demonstrate significantly 

higher knowledge about bean 
nutrition, production, and new 

precooked bean varieties and 
products 

Women actively participating in radio 

programmes through call-in etc and 
applying practices/methods at home  

-Analysis of broadcast 

content and SMS 
feedback 

-Mid term evaluation  
- 

 

Pascal, Viola, 

David, Lynn  

Continuous  

50% of community listener 

group members (of which 
50% are women) demonstrate 

a high level of knowledge of 

poultry/fish feeding practices 
and or bean 

production/consumption as 
relevant 

Women actively participating in radio 

programmes through call-in etc and 
applying practices/methods at home  

-Analysis of broadcast 

content and SMS 
feedback 

-Mid term evaluation  

- 
 

Pascal, Viola, 

David, Lynn  

Continuous  

Females and youth who listen 

regularly have the same 
knowledge levels as older 

men, and are 80% as likely to 
have introduced insects as 

animal feed  

Women and youth actively participating 

in radio programmes through call-in etc 
and applying practices/methods at home  

-Analysis of broadcast 

content and SMS 
feedback 

-Mid term evaluation  
- 

 

Pascal, Viola, 

David, Lynn  

Continuous  

90% of programs broadcast 
achieve FRI VOICE standards 

Intended programmes running on 
selected stations, produced by trained 

persons  

-Analysis of broadcast 
content  

 

Pascal  Continuous  

Continuous improvement in 
the quality of episodes as 

PRCs continue 

Intended content running on selected 
stations, produced by trained persons  

-Analysis of broadcast 
content  

 

Pascal  Continuous  

All content in episodes 
broadcast is accura 

Intended content running on selected 
stations, produced by trained persons  

-Analysis of broadcast 
content  

 

Pascal  Continuous  



 
 

Long-term outcomes (2-5 years) 

20% of surveyed rural 

listeners in target regions  

involved in bean production 

have increased production 

and use of beans OR 

precooked bean varieties 

and products in the 

household. 

Target communities growing the 

promoted beans type and using the 

promoted production methods  

-Mid-term and end-

time evaluation  

-Monitoring visits  

David, Lynn, 

Pascal, Viola 

Mid-term and 

at the end of 

project  

 

Results and learnings from 

the project are captured, 

analysed, written up and 

distributed to thought 

leaders and decision makers 

Results reports written -# of reports written  

-lists of recipients  

David, Lynn, 

Vijay, Karen   

End of project   

New approaches and 

methods introduced 

through the radio programs 

are shared widely to a large 

network of radio 

broadcasters for 

dissemination across the 

continent. 

Project results reports and methods 

toolkits written 

-# of reports/toolkits 

written  

-lists of recipients  

David, Lynn, 

Vijay, Karen   

End of project   



 
 

4. Milestones 

Time line Milestones Responsibil

ity 

Means of 

monitoring/notes 

By end of  

6th month  

(year 1) 

 Inception activities completed (Project 

implementation including logic model 

plan in place, staff hired and trained, 

inception meetings held with two project 

teams, detailed workplan developed and 

agreed)  

FRI PIP and other 

documents  

  Formative research report including 

baseline knowledge and practice levels 

FRI Formative research 

report available 

  Contracts/MoUs with four radio stations FRI Four contracts signed 

and archived. 

    FRI – Radio 

Craft Design 

Team 

(RCDT) 

Four teams have 

minimum two staff 

per team completing 

FRI-designed and run 

in-station training. 

Certificates presented.  

  Radio program designs aimed at raising 

awareness and knowledge of feeding 

options completed 

FRI - RCDT Radio program design 

documents signed off by FR)’s Radio Craft 
Development Team 

  Strategy for Community Listeners Groups 

and listener engagement in place 

FRI Guidelines developed 

and shared 

  Radio stations trained and equipped to 

use various ICTs   

FRI ICT or 

Radio 

Officers 

ICT assessment forms 

completed and 

equipment signed 

over 

By end of 

year 1 
 Audience reach maps  produced for the 

four stations showing total rural 

population reached by their FM signals 

FRI – The 

Hangar team 

One map per station 

produced 

  Four radio stations produce and broadcast 

at least 6 episodes of interactive radio 

programs (24 unique episodes) about 

affordable and nutritious poultry or fish 

feed options, including insects.   

Radio 

stations 

supported 

by FRI 

Logsheets from 

broadcasters and all 

programs archived on 

Soundcloud or similar 

  Forty community listener groups (10 per 

station) are formed with at least 50% 

female membership to actively engage in 

the PRCs. 

Radio 

station 

supported 

by FRI 

Listener group 

member lists, meeting 

dates, regular 

interactions archived.  

  Each radio strategy monitored to ensure 

accuracy, quality and other aspects to 

adhere to FRI VOICE Standards, including 

obtaining feedback from women listener. 

FRI Radio 

Officers 

Weekly monitoring 

notes 

  Surveyed female and youth respondents 

confirm that broadcast times are 

convenient and that the radio partner and 

presenters are appealing to females and 

FRI  Mid-term review 



 
 

youth 

  Four outcome stories and six blog posts 

completed 

FRI Website 

By end of 

18th 

month 

(year 2) 

 Midterm review report available and 

findings incorporated into following radio 

series 

FRI Report circulated 

  Initial radio programs are aired and 

receiving favourable feedback from 

listeners 

FRI ICTs 

  Strategy for reaching youth in place and 

plans for operationalizing agreed   

FRI Strategy document 

developed 

  Total of six outcome stories and nine blog 

posts completed 

FRI Website 

  Process evaluation strategy agreed and 

begun (re PRCs and efforts to reach  

women) 

FRI Strategy documents 

and reports 

By end of 

24th 

month 

(year 2) 

 One station broadcasts 12-16 weeks 

programming promoting bean 

consumption, knowledge, increased 

production and use, plus use of any new 

product 

Radio 

station 

supported 

by FRI 

Logsheets from 

broadcasters and all 

programs archived on 

Soundcloud or similar 

  Three stations broadcast a 12-14-week 

PRC on insect-based food options for 

poultry and/or fish. Each PRC will feature 

at least 7 hours of original radio 

programming 

Radio 

station 

supported 

by FRI 

Logsheets from 

broadcasters and all 

programs archived on 

Soundcloud or similar 

  Each radio strategy monitored to ensure 

accuracy, quality and other aspects to 

adhere to FRI VOICE Standards, including 

obtaining feedback from women listener. 

FRI Radio 

Officers 

Weekly monitoring 

notes 

  One outcome evaluation completed and 

evaluation report written 

FRI in 

consultation 

with 

evaluation 

teams 

Outcome eval report 

and 2 page briefing 

circulated  

  Two peer reviewed manuscripts FRI with 

relevant 

research 

team 

Two manuscript 

submitted to relevant 

journal 

  One scientific & conference presentation FRI Conference 

attendance 

  Five resources for broadcasters  
produced and distributedto over 570 

radio stations across Africa on animal 

feeding practices and alternatives through radio scripts, news stories, how-to  documents   
FRI 

Resources 

for 

Broadcaster

s Team 

Scripts, stories, blogs 

etc available on FRI 

website and sent out 

in hard or soft copy to 

partners/stations as 

relevant 

  Total of eight outcome stories and twelve 

blogposts published.  

  



 
 

5. Human Resources  

Personnel % of time on project 

A. Grant Administrator Karen   

B. Country Project 

Leads 

David, Lynn and Askebir  

C. Radio and Training 

Officer 

Pascal Mweruka  

D. ICT Officer Viola Nuwaha  

E. Gender Specialist David Mulabi  

F. In-station Trainer   

G. Finance Sharon Wavamuno  

H. Knowledge 

Management 

Assistant 

  

Hiring plan (if new staff needed) 

 

None at the moment  

 

 

8.3 Culti-Af detailed work plan  

Month  Activity  Output  Responsibility  Any 
comments  

July  Preparations: developing 
PIP and detailed work 

plan 

 Approved PIP 

 Approved detailed 

work plan  

David (with support 
from Askebir and 

Karen) 

 

Initial discussions and 

updates from research 
teams 

 Report on 
discussion with and 

research  progress 
from research 

teams 

 Shared document 

to support 
synchronising work 

flow   

David   

Conduct inception 
meetings 

 Action points on 

way forward 

David, FRI staff  

Determine project site 
and make initial contacts 

for formative research  

 Confirmed list of 

project cites 

 Agree dates for 
formative research 

activities 

David   

Develop formative 
research tool(s) with 

comments from research 
teams  

 Reviewed and 

approved formative 
research tool(s) 

David (with 
comments from 

research team) 

 

August  Conduct formative 

research in four project 
sites/locations  

 Raw formative 
research data 

 Formative research 

David (with field 

support from 
colleague/volunteer)  

To be done in 

four project 
sites; will 



 
 

report(s)  most likely 

take the 75% 
of the month;  

Sept Confirm partner radio 

stations and agree 
MoUs/agreements  

List of selected 

partner stations 
MoUs/agreements 

with radios 

David, Pascal   

Conduct radio design 
workshop  

Radio communication 
strategy paper 

including key 
communication 

messages and gender 

mainstreaming  

Pascal, David   

Conduct needs 
assessment on the radio 

station 

Needs Assessment 
report  

Radio craft trainers, 
Pascal,  

 

Training of selected 
broadcasters in 

producing interactive 
radio programs about 

insect feed, precooked 

beans and general 
nutrition, including ICT 

integration 

Broadcaster training 
report 

Pascal, Viola, 
Trainers  

Takes 20 days 
per radio 

station this 
will begin in 

fourth week 

and spill over  

 Travel to Kenya to meet 
ICIPE team and 

Fredrick; to give support 
to formative research 

activities 

  Will on agreed 
activities for 

which to go to 
Kenya for. But 

ostensibly the 

first one 
should be 

around the 
formative 

research time 

to provide 
support to 

Fred and meet 
up other 

partners 

October  Training of selected 
broadcasters in 

producing interactive 

radio programs about 
insect feed, precooked 

beans and general 
nutrition, including ICT 

integration (cont’d)  

Broadcaster training 
report 

Pascal, Viola, 
Trainers  

Continues 
from previous 

month and 

takes three 
more weeks   

Selection and 
confirmation Community 

Listeners Groups in 

three districts, including 
training on listener 

forms etc 

Listener group lists 
CLG strategy  

David  50% of CLGs 
must be 

women 



 
 

Launch (per the 3 

districts/radio stations) 

Launch activity report  David, Pascal   

November Audience “reach maps” 
produced for the four 

stations showing total 
rural population reached 

by their FM signals 

One map per station 

produced  

FRI – The Hangar 

team 

 

Four radio stations 
produce and broadcast 

at least 6 episodes of 
interactive radio 

programs (24 unique 

episodes) about 
affordable and nutritious 

poultry or fish feed 
options, including 

insects and on pre-

cooked beans 

Logsheets from 
broadcasters and all 

programs archived on 
Soundcloud or similar 

 

Radio stations 
supported by FRI 

 

Monitoring of produced 

radio programme for 

VOICE quality, gender 
balance etc 

Monitoring reports on 

programme quality 
Pascal, David  There will be 

more closer 

scrutiny of 
programmes 

at this point, 
these being 

the first ones 

December Initial field visits to 
listener groups to 

confirm programmes are 

running and received by 
listeners with focus on 

women and youth [do 
this with the presenter]  

Field monitoring 
reports 

David, FRI staff  

Visits to broadcaster 

partners  

Field monitoring 

reports 

David, Pascal   

Identify case study 
farmers for longitudinal 

profiling  

List of case study 
farmers  

  

January Discuss review issues 

from initial field visits for 
possible programme 

adjustments  

Action points  Pascal, David   

Initial case study 
profiling in all project 

sites 

Case study profile 
report 

David   

Monthly project 
monitoring  

Monthly monitoring 
reports: 

Narrative reports 
Broadcasters 

Logsheets  

Soundcloud Programs 
archives 

ICT component report  

David, Pascal, Viola  

February Field visits to CLGs Field reports  David FRI staff   



 
 

 

Produce case study 

story 

Case study story blog 

post and archived in 
FRI knowledge 

database systems 

David   

Monthly monitoring  Monthly monitoring 
reports: 

Narrative reports 

Broadcasters 
Logsheets  

Soundcloud Programs 
archives 

ICT component report  

David, Pascal, Viola  

March  Publish study story  Case study story blog 
post and archived in 

FRI knowledge 

database systems  

David, Viola  Some 
outcome 

stories should 

be available 
from early 

adopters  

Monthly monitoring 
including field visits to 

CLGs with area 
broadcasters 

Monthly monitoring 
reports: 

Narrative reports 
Broadcasters 

Logsheets  

Soundcloud Programs 
archives 

ICT component report   

David, Pascal, Viola  

April  Preparations for 
midterm review: 

planning and 
development of data 

collection tools  

Review research tools 
and methodology 

approved  

David, Lynn, Askebir  

Monthly monitoring  Monthly monitoring 

reports: 
Narrative reports 

Broadcasters 
Logsheets  

Soundcloud Programs 

archives 
ICT component report   

David, Pascal   

May Review data collection  Mid-term review data David, FRI staff   

Monthly monitoring 

including field visits to 
CLGs with area 

broadcasters 

Monthly monitoring 

reports: 
Narrative reports 

Broadcasters 

Logsheets  
Soundcloud Programs 

archives 
ICT component report   

David, Pascal   

June  Midterm review data 

analysis and report 
writing  

Midterm review report David and   

Publish first case study Case study story blog David, Viola  The midterm 



 
 

story  post and archived in 

FRI knowledge 
database systems  

review will 

also be used 
to collect case 

study material 

July  One station broadcasts 
12-16 weeks 

programming promoting 
bean consumption, 

knowledge, increased 

production and use, plus 
use of any new product 

Monthly monitoring 
reports: 

Narrative reports 
Broadcasters 

Logsheets  

Soundcloud Programs 
archives 

ICT component report   

Radio station 
supported by FRI 

The PRC 
should benefit 

from the 
midterm 

review which 

will also 
include 

process 
evaluation on 

use of radio 
for research 

uptake = thus 

the timing  

 Three stations broadcast 
a 12-14-week PRC on 

insect-based food 
options for poultry 

and/or fish. Each PRC 
will feature at least 7 

hours of original radio 

programming 

Monthly monitoring 
reports: 

Narrative reports 
Broadcasters 

Logsheets  
Soundcloud Programs 

archives 

ICT component report   

Radio station 
supported by FRI 

 

August  Monitoring of produced 
radio programme for 

VOICE quality, gender 
balance etc 

Monitoring reports on 
programme quality 

Pascal, David  There will be 
more closer 

scrutiny of 
programmes 

at this point, 
these being 

the first ones 

Initial field visits to 

listener groups to 
confirm programmes are 

running and received by 
listeners with focus on 

women and youth [do 

this with the presenter]  

Field monitoring 

reports 

David, FRI staff  

Visits to broadcaster 

partners  

Field monitoring 

reports 

David, Pascal   

September Discuss review issues 

from initial field visits for 
possible programme 

adjustments  

Action points  Pascal, David   

Publish first case study 
story  

Case study story blog 
post and archived in 

FRI knowledge 
database systems  

David, Viola   

Monthly monitoring 

including field visits to 
CLGs with area 

broadcasters 

Monthly monitoring 

reports: 
Narrative reports 

Broadcasters 

David, Pascal, Viola  



 
 

Logsheets  

Soundcloud Programs 
archives 

ICT component report   

October Monthly monitoring 
including field visits to 

CLGs with area 
broadcasters 

Monthly monitoring 
reports: 

Narrative reports 
Broadcasters 

Logsheets  

Soundcloud Programs 
archives 

ICT component report   

David, Pascal   

Publish first case study 
story  

Case study story blog 
post and archived in 

FRI knowledge 
database systems  

David, Viola   

Monthly monitoring 

including field visits to 
CLGs with area 

broadcasters 

Monthly monitoring 

reports: 
Narrative reports 

Broadcasters 

Logsheets  
Soundcloud Programs 

archives 
ICT component report   

David, Pascal, Viola   

November Monthly monitoring 

including field visits to 
CLGs with area 

broadcasters 

Monthly monitoring 

reports: 
Narrative reports 

Broadcasters 

Logsheets  
Soundcloud Programs 

archives 
ICT component report   

David, Pascal, Viola   

Produce case study 

story 

Case study story blog 

post and archived in 

FRI knowledge 
database systems 

David, Viola   

December Monthly monitoring 

including field visits to 
CLGs with area 

broadcasters 

Monthly monitoring 

reports: 
Narrative reports 

Broadcasters 
Logsheets  

Soundcloud Programs 

archives 
ICT component report   

David, Pascal, Viola   

Produce case study 

story 

Case study story blog 

post and archived in 
FRI knowledge 

database systems 

David, Viola   

January  Preparations for 
summative evaluation  

Summative evaluation 
plan including scoping 

and approved  

David, Askebir, Lynn, 
Karen 

 

Produce case study 
story 

Case study story blog 
post and archived in 

David, Viola   



 
 

FRI knowledge 

database systems 

Start compiling material 

for peer reviewed 

manuscripts 

Thematised 

manuscript write-ups 

Karen, David   

February  Compiling systematic 
material for reviewed 

manuscripts 

Thematised 
manuscript write-ups 

Karen, David  

Summative evaluation 
data collection  

Raw summative data David, FRI staff   

March  Summative data analysis  Summative data set  David, FRI staff  

April  Summative report 

writing  

Draft summative 

report  

David, Askebir, Lynn  

Production of resources 
for broadcasters 

List of resources for 
broadcasters 

KMT  

May  Complete peer review 

manuscripts  

Draft manuscripts  Karen, David  

Distribution of resources 
for broadcasters 

List of resources for 
broadcasters 

recipients  

KMT  

June Presenting at scientific & 

conference 
presentations 

 Karen, David   

 Project closure     

 



ANNEX 6: PROCESS EVALUATION REPORT  

CULTIAF SUMMATIVE EVALUATION PROJECT REPORT FROM 7th -8th/06/2017 AT ESELLA COUNTY HOTEL: 

 

                                    
FRI Ag country coordinator and Insfeed Assistant Communication Officer handing over the map to Mega FM manager and broadcaster                  

Farm radio international closed the implementation of CULTIAF project in Uganda and Kenya with the project the overall goal of 

reaching farmers with research results. The PRE-COOKED BEANS component is responsible for disseminating information on the 

benefits of pre-cooked beans and Insfeed is reaching famers with results. After successful completion of phase one and two which 



created awareness and practice using Participatory Agricultural Radio Series (PARS) and Participatory Radio Campaign (PRC). So the 

summative evaluation meeting was done to assess the implementation process, discuss lessons learnt, challenges faced and way forward. 

 

Objectives 

 To Share lessons learnt and way forward for the project 

 To discuss and evaluate implementation processes with all partners 

 

Methodology 

This meeting will run for 2 days and the persons involved are; 

 District Local Government – DLG  Mukono ……………………………………..….…...2 

 District Local Government –(DLG) Gulu ………………………………………..…………..  

 Radio Si ba………………………………………………………………………………………………..  

 Radio Akaboozi …………………………………………………………………………………..……..  

 Makerere Uni ersity Insfeed………………………………………………………………………  

 Mukono Far ers insfeed………………………………………………………………………..…  

 Broadcasters Gulu………………………………………………………………………………………  

 Far ers Gulu…………………………………………………………………………………………..…  

 Farmer Beans-Kiboga…………………………………………………………………………………  

 Farmer Beans-Mubende………………………………………………………………..………...  

 NARO/NACRRI……………………………………………………………………………………….….  

 CEDO………………………………………………………………………………………..……..………..  

 Far  Radio Staff………………………………………………………………………………..………  

 In station trainers…………………………………………………………………..………………….    
 

All invited participants were expected to participate fully in discussions, group work, presentations and sharing experiences .The Agenda 

provided as a work plan. 

 

Outputs: (Expected results) 

 Way forward and plans for the project  

 The Information generated would be used for the final report 

Why look at Summative Evaluation: 

1.    Document to share widely 

2. Reflection for continuous learning   



3. Improve impact 

4. Institutional Memory 

5. Avoid repeating mistakes 

6. Progression of concepts/ 

 

  



Reflections on the project reaching farmers with research results summative evaluation of precooked 

beans and Insfeed-CULTIAF Project: 
 

In Table 1 is listed all the tasks and their activities that we agreed to do under the project work plan. By going through each activity in detail we 

can see the value of each, and suggest recommendations. We also carried out a number of activities which were not included in the original 

work plan, such as bringing in two Radio stations on board and dropping two initial radio stations, failed to have the precooked bean product on 

the shelves as anticipated. We can add these in as we go, and note that they were developed as part of the project process.  

 

Table 1: Assessment of process/activities 

Tasks (as in contract 

docs) 

Activities Contribution of this activity 

/insights 

gained/unexpected results 

of this activity 

Why did it work 

well? 

Why not?  Next time, we would 

…… 

1. Identify and 

engage and 

build capacity 

of radio 

station 

partners 

 

 

 

 

Conduct rapid formative 

research 

-Identified the right radio 

station 

-Identifying the partner 

radio station 

-Discussing the timeline of 

the program 

-Farmers were able to 

participate in decision 

making 

-FRI was able to know what 

works well for the farmers 

-Consultative meeting 

with farmers 

-Farmers interest in 

the project 

-New information 

caught the interest of 

the farmers 

-Aimed at providing a 

solution to the 

community 

-The radio  coverage 

not covering all the 

target districts in the 

second phase 

-Selection of the 

project area 

-The sample area 

used was limited for 

the radio station 

compared to the 

radio reach. 

-Take in 

consideration 

coverage to choose 

the radio station 

-External research to 

back up the findings 

e.g IPSOS. 

 -Involve each 

stakeholder 

-Selection of various 

listening 



to make the program a 

success 

-We look at the listening 

behaviour of the people 

-We identified the social 

settings and cultural beliefs 

-Discussing the timeline of 

the program 

-Creating awareness of the 

project 

-Identifying the need/ the 

real problem 

-Identifying the target 

audience 

Consulting/ acceptance/ 

farmers owning research 

-Knowledgeable 

personnel 

-The tools were 

available 

-The communities 

were receptive 

 -Engaging the 

farmers to select the 

radio stations and 

time for 

broadcasters. 

-Engaging different 

stake holders at the 

beginning of the 

project. 

-It was relevant for 

evaluation purposes. 

-Were able to identify 

the communities to 

work with during the 

project life. 

-The target audience 

were involved in 

making a decision. 

 communities should 

be appropriate 

-Widen the sample 

space during 

formative research 

 



Baseline research -Appreciate the solution 

brought on table 

-Accept that there is a 

problem and understand its 

solutions 

-The community status on 

the project 

-Helps to understand the 

status of farmers towards 

the intervention of the 

project 

-Have a starting point 

-Identify the existing KAPs 

-Created awareness on the 

new innovation -It helped 

stakeholders in 

understanding the prevailing 

situation 

-It helped in designing the 

appropriate interventions 

for effective information 

dissemination and 

inclusiveness being talked 

about. 

 

-Means tools used 

were favourable 

clearly and easy they 

understand hence 

information was easy 

to be collected 

-They were already 

practising to collect 

the insects and 

growing the beans 

but different types  

-They were interested 

in the program by 

growing improved 

verities of beans 

-Food security 

-Knowledgeable 

personnel 

-Available tools 

-Receptive 

communities 

-It was relevant for 

evaluation purposes. 

-Were able to identify 

the communities to 

-Misconceptions and 

Norms of feeding 

chicken on insects. 

-Cultural issues  

-Earlier sensitization 

 -Sampling technique 

was not 

representative of the 

entire community 

-Question design 

should be appropriate 

-The radio station of 

choice for the people 

was not selected 

-People interviewed 

at the baseline may 

not give you the 

correct information 

-Did not engage fully 

the district technical 

people 

-Baseline research to 

be done in all the 

communities i.e 

Active, Passive and 

control 

-continue Using FGD 

for the baseline 

-When forming Focus 

Groups have all 

stakeholders 

represented 

-FRI should take a lid 

in communicating to 

district technical 

people.  

-Engage the CAO and 

political leaders in 

the district. 



work with during the 

project life. 

Identify four radio 

stations in Uganda and 

Kenya (3 in Uganda and 

1 in Kenya) 

-Awareness of the radios to 

be used in program by FRI 

-Identifying the rightful radio 

stations 

-Identifying the rightful 

timelines 

-Relating with the already 

ongoing farmers programs  

-The radio stations were the 

mode of communication 

reaching the target audience 

-People were able to know 

the radio station with wider 

listenership and that that 

would be air the specific 

information to target 

audience 

-It  enabled FRI to 

know the time when 

the program will start 

-The Audience were 

engaged in 

identifying the 

program. 

-The farmers were 

able to tell the time 

when they always 

listen to Agricultural 

programs 

-The willingness for 

the broadcasters to 

involve the 

community 

-The characters of the 

broadcaster/ good 

listeners, interactive/ 

welcoming 

-Radio stations not 

covering a wide area. 

- Expensive framers 

programs 

-some selected radio 

stations lacked  

farmers programs 

-Weakness/ 

administrative issues 

of the radio stations  

-Beauracracy of the 

radio station in 

creating partnerships 

-Some radio stations 

not reaching 

everywhere E.g. 

Akaboozi which was 

identified for the 

precooked beans 

project has weak 

signals in some parts 

of Kiboga and 

Mubende. 

 

-The radio stations 

should be covering a 

wide area, Farmers 

program and a big 

Audience 

- Promote the radio 

program better 

-Review the times 

when the radio 

programs are aired 

-A clearer station 

around the farmers 

should be in charge 

of airing the program 

for the benefit of 

everyone. 



Negotiate and sign 

participation agreement 

with each radio station. 

-MoU  was signed and 

agreed upon  

-Assurance between both 

parties on the project line 

-Allocating time for the 

program 

-The amount of money for 

the program is known to FRI 

- Enabled both parties to 

meet their interests 

-Created airtime for the 

far ers’ progra  

-Created confidence and 

trust between FRI and the 

radio station 

-The far er’s progra  
broadcaster was briefed 

about what was in the 

agreement. 

-It established partnership 

between the radio station 

and FRI 

-There was smooth running 

of the program throughout 

the 24 weeks. 

-Agreements signed 

by all radio stations 

-Consultation with 

the radio mangers 

was done and humble 

time was given for 

negotiations 

-Some broad casters 

use part of the time 

to read news 

bulleting’s  

-Creating a mutual 

relationship that 

enabled work easier. 

-Everybody was sure 

of their roles 

-The broadcaster got 

information about 

her roles in the 

project. 

- All mentioned 

deliverables were 

archived. 

-Broadcasters 

together with the 

radio station in 

general respected 

and followed terms 

-Some radio stations 

did not honour the 

agreements especially 

during emergencies 

Like politics and land 

conflicts 

-Poor communication 

between farm radio 

and partner stations 

-Funding and support 

to the radio program 

was inadequate 

-In phase one there 

was communication 

gap about guest 

facilitation. 

-Penalties should be 

given to the radio 

stations if they do 

not honour the 

agreements 

-All the concerned 

parties should be 

available doing 

signing f agreements  

-Communication line 

to be established 

between the parties 

-Involvement of the 

radio station team in 

the agreement 

discussion  

-The contract details 

and deliverables 

must be clear to all 

persons/ 

stakeholders 

involved 

-Engage the radio 

stations on the cost 

of the airtime 

-Improve on 

negotiations 



and conditions they 

had signed. 

Training needs 

assessment radio craft 

and ICTs 

- Equipping with the needed 

skills to implement the 

project 

-Farm radio to know what 

was available and what was 

not in terms of equipment 

and requirements 

-Gauges the status/ capacity 

of the station to fully 

implement the project 

-Integration of ICT in the 

farmers program 

-Knowledge on usage of ICT 

tools 

-Established the training 

gaps 

-Helps in designing the 

training programs 

Helped in capacity building 

-Prepared the broadcaster 

for the task ahead 

-Enabled the broadcaster to 

pick interest in the program 

-Integration of ICT in 

the farmers program 

-Knowledge on how 

to use the ICT tools 

-Radio station 

received ICT tools 

-Increased 

interactivity between 

radio stations and 

audience. 

-Identification of the 

gaps ensured that the 

training addresses 

the needs 

-Commitment of the 

broadcasters 

-Broadcasters were 

trained on how the 

radio program was 

supposed to run, how 

to use the ICT, 

different radio 

formats. 

-It was practical in 

that it equipped the 

-Time frame of the 

training not enough 

for the broadcaster to 

master ICTs 

-Some broadcasters 

not interested in the 

programs 

-Miss use of the 

equipments  

-Incompatibility of 

soft ware 

-Incompatibility of 

the provided tools 

compared to the 

available tools 

Tight schedule of the 

broad asters’ 

-Identifying the right 

broadcaster who has 

interest in the 

program 

-Engaging media 

owners Association 

-On top of hard ware 

stations should be 

provided with 

software equipment 

-Needs assessment 

should include all 

components 

including software, 

tools and human 

resource not limited 

to only ICTs 

-Identifying the 

training needs earlier 

than the In Station 

training 

 



-Broadcaster learnt how to 

use different technologies 

-Capacity building of the 

radio stations was done. 

-ICT equipments bought and 

handed over to the radio 

station. 

broadcaster with the 

skills to air a good 

show and use the 

technologies required 

Design Ten episodes 

of Participatory 

Agriculture Radio 

Series (PARs) and 24 

Episodes of 

Participatory Radio 

Campaign on adoption 

of the new 

innovations. 

Engage both teams for 

the design meeting. 

-More practical views were 

got from the teams 

-Easy understanding of the 

project goals and objectives 

-Team work input and 

making the project wholistic 

-Understanding and working 

in line with ea h other’s 
interests 

-It helped in sketching the 

challenges and opportunities 

ahead. 

-The people were also able 

to know of the formative 

research findings/results. 

This solved the why, what, 

where, when and how 

questions 

-Sharing experiences 

-Easy coordination 

-Understanding each 

other’s roles 

-Commitment of all 

stakeholders 

-Stakeholders owned 

the radio program 

-All partners were 

engaged and 

participated fully in 

the content design 

meetings. 

-Each and e eryone’s 
concern was catered 

for. 

-Not all invited stake 

holders tuned up 

-Accessibility of some 

researchers/ 

entomologists 

-The innovation was 

decided by the 

researchers 

-Stake holders 

contacted early and 

their attendance 

confirmed for the 

meeting 

-Researchers should 

engage farmers in 

selecting appropriate 

insects 



-Agree the best way to 

package the information and 

in what way it should flow 

-Helped systematic flow and 

presentation of the radio 

program 

-Broadened sharing 

knowledge and experiences 

 

Design workshop  -All partners were engaged 

in the meeting  

 -Each person getting to 

know ea h other’s role and 
how to work together in line 

with the project goals 

-Generated key messages to 

air on the radio program 

-Generated the work plan 

and identification of 

resource persons(guests) 

-Selection of radio formats 

to be used 

-Bridge the gap between 

researchers, extension staff 

and farmers (team building) 

-Helping us to know 

each other 

-Campaign plan was 

developed 

-Made the work of 

the broadcasters 

easier 

-Time management/ 

saved resources and 

time. 

-It helped the team 

understand the 

project radio design 

that the team was 

going to use 

-The team involved 

understood their 

-Not all invited stake 

holders /resource 

persons tuned up 

-Questions for the 

campaign plan were 

not designed 

- Limited time  

-Short notice 

-Too much 

engagement. 

 

-Stake holders 

contacted early and 

their attendance 

confirmed for the 

meeting early 

 

-Next time all the 

stake holders should 

know properly the 

project design/ 

campaign messages 

and all the timelines 

 

-Breaking down the 

technical languages 

 

-Having research 

dissemination 

workshop 

 

-Next time 3 days for 

the workshop 

 



-The sequencing of the 

content to rym with season 

calendar of the crop (beans) 

was obtained. 

- Most of the guests 

identified to be hosted on 

radio programs got the 

information from this 

meeting. 

-Uniformity in radio 

programs on all the radio 

stations. 

-The chronological flow of 

the program was made 

where by different weekly 

topics were drafted 

responsibility prior to 

the implementation 

stage that helped 

them to program 

earlier 

-The radio campaign 

plan was developed 

-Responsiveness of 

the participants 

-Experts and non-

experts were 

identified and paired 

to be in the radio 

station during specific 

topics 

-Venue for the 

meeting was close to 

the partners and 

farmers 

 

- Commitment of all 

members present 

 

-The participants 

were knowledgeable 

 

-Designing of the 

episodes 

 

-The selected venue 

induced 

concentration 

-Too much work for 

participants during 

the design meeting. 



 

-E ery body’s iews 
were captured and 

everyone knew when 

and why he/she 

should be hosted on 

radio. 

 

-There was sharing of 

knowledge and 

interactive 

discussions. 

Content Training on the 

innovations. 

-Capacity building of the 

partners 

-Broadcasters aware of the 

standards/quality of what to 

deliver 

- Understand and have clear 

knowledge about the 

farming intervention 

-Created 

interface/relationship 

between the technical 

people and broadcasters 

-Ensured that the 

broadcasters were 

knowledgeable 

-The training being in station 

means the broadcaster can 

continue with other work 

-Practical training 

done and basing on 

the conditions of the 

station 

 

- Enabled the 

broadcasters to 

communicate 

competently  

 

-Triggered the broad 

caster to do more 

research on the topic 

 

-Developed the 

broadcasters 

understanding of the 

topic 

 

-The trainers were 

knowledgeable 

 

-The tools and 

training manuals 

facilitated the 

training 

-Time frame not 

enough for adoption 

of the innovation 

-scientists  failed to 

expressed themselves 

in simple terms 

-effective 

communication was a 

barrier 

-The time for the 

training was not 

enough 

-Sometimes the busy 

schedules of the 

broadcasters 

interrupts the 

sessions 

 -Trainings to be done 

out of the radio 

station 

 

-More time for the 

training 

 

-Simplified content 

material should be 

provided 

 

-Training researchers 

on basic 

communication skills  

 

-Partners should 

collaborate with the 

radio broadcasters 

on the program 

 

-Early preparations  

 

-Broadcasters should 

think of ways of how 

to reach on people  

way before 



-Skills development 

-The economic content 

training for insects enabled 

broadcasters to 

communicate to listeners to 

have a business mind. 

-Broadcaster was able to 

cater for the needs of 

different audience during 

the show in terms of 

content. 

-The broadcaster was also 

able to know how to interact 

with farmers. 

 

-Building on previous 

trainings 

 

-Commitments of 

both trainers and 

broadcasters 

 

-Availability of 

resources 

  

-Radio stations 

allowing the 

broadcasters to 

participant in the 

training and also 

space 

 

-The training 

environment that was 

put in place 

 

It was beneficial to 

broadcasters to talk 

with informed mind. 

 

-The materials shared 

enabled broadcasters 

to cross check always 

during the radio 

program. 

 

-Beans missed 

content training. 

-Insect farmers were 

not part of content 

training 

 

-Flexibility in training 

plan 

 

-All parties must be 

considered the same.  

 

-Farmers that would 

be hosted on radio 

programs should 

attend content 

training. 

Campaign design 

documentation. 

-Schedule  was established 

to guide the program 

-Gives guidance to the 

broadcaster on how to 

-Well packed with all 

the information 

-The program was 

able to evolve in an 

 -In the last weeks of 

precooked beans 

program the resource 

-Stick to the schedule 

or redo the schedule  

-There was no 

communication on 



conduct the program week 

after week (knowing which 

people to invite in the 

studio, topic to be discussed, 

messages to pass on, 

formats to use etc.) 

-Enabled all teams to be 

focused. 

-The information was in one 

resource pack easy to keep 

-Provided a systematic 

process that was easy to 

follow 

-It helped the broadcasters 

and trainers to follow and 

know what was coming next 

-Helped in early planning 

organised manner 

week after week. 

-It worked as a guide 

and made work easy.  

-Simple language 

easy to 

understanding 

-Comprehensive/ key 

message captured   

 

people were not able 

to attend 

-Some changes were 

made in the 

document. 

-Some partners were 

not shared with the 

document in time. 

-The format was hard 

to use by some 

broadcasters 

this. Next time there 

should be 

communication from 

FRI so that the 

broadcaster prepared 

early enough and 

give in his best. 

-Changes should be 

made within ample 

time. 

-ICT upgrading 

needed for all 

partners. 

-The document 

should be produced 

in user friendly 

format 

-Need to proof read 

the document by a 

team 

- A larger pool of 

resource persons 

needed 

Final 24 episodes of 

radio programs.  

-They were in line with 

project objectives 

-The episodes guided the 

whole program 

-The episodes were 

engaging 

-It was a full package 

of information about 

pre-cooked beans 

-The weather changes  

-Some program 

episodes did not 

respond to farmers 

requests for example 

-Take into 

consideration the 

weather changes 



-Radio episodes were  

launched in the radio 

They were  build-up on 

chronological presentation 

of the program 

-Provided information and 

educated farmers. 

-The design was systematic 

easy to follow  

-Created awareness of the 

project interests 

-Interactive with the farmers 

and the radios 

-Integrated many radio 

formats. 

 

 

which were very 

exhaustive to trigger 

people’s interest in 
beans 

-Consistence of the 

radio programs was 

perfect. 

-Gender issues were 

emphasized in the 

radio programs. 

-Sharing experiences 

on different topics 

-Farmers from 

different regions 

were prompted to 

make visits to fellow 

farmers to learn  

-Gave room for  

covering wider topics 

-Local language was 

used 

-Timing of the 

innovation was 

appropriate it came 

at a time when there 

was demand 

answering question 

during the radio 

program. 

-Resource persons 

-Some resource 

people were not 

called on time so they 

could not make it to 

the radio program 

-Inadequate 

facilitation for the 

studio guests 

-Limited time for the 

resource persons 

because of too many 

adverts Systematic 

flow the episodes 

-Inadequate airtime 

 

-The episodes should 

be matching with the 

season 

-All partners need to 

have recorded audio 

programs 

-Get more radio 

station airtime 

-Studio guests should 

be called in advance 

-Resource persons 

Should give 

exhaustive 

information. 

 



-The radio program 

followed the farming 

calendar 

-It was entertaining 

Radio episodes 

launched.  

-The program was launched  

-People were able to know 

that the program has 

officially began 

-it also gave an insight on 

what listeners should expect 

from this program. 

-Popularise the program 

-Invite participation of the 

political and technical 

leaders 

-All the radio 

episodes were 

broadcasted  

-Experts and non-

experts were 

available for during 

the broadcast 

-The quality of the 

broadcast was good 

-Stakeholders from 

different 

organisations were 

present which 

reinforced trust 

among the people 

-The time of the 

episodes being aired 

out was not fully used 

because they used 

some minutes 

reading news 

bulleting by some 

radio stations  

-Not executed as 

planned 

-Official launch was 

not done. 

-The launching of the 

episodes should take 

place to show 

significance of the 

project 

-Stick to the planned 

activities 



-Raised the excitement of 

the listeners for the new 

innovations 

 

knowing they are 

dealing with good 

people. 

-Involvement of the 

political and technical 

leaders 

3. Broadcast  of 24 

Radio programs with 

ICT/IVR support 

Design and install ICT 

options for each station 

(IVR questions recording 

the scripts and in 

putting the audios into 

the system) 

-Innovation to the program 

-The broadcaster was able to 

get feedback from the 

audience and participation 

which helped him better the 

show. 

-Enabled listeners to submit 

their contributions anytime. 

-Enabled stations to enrich 

content for the program at 

hand and also informers the 

basis for the next program 

to come. 

-Created a new platform of 

interaction between radio 

stations, listener and farm 

radio 

-Increased the gender based 

perspective 

-Radio program 

interactive 

- Participation of the 

people was made 

easier. 

-Broadcasters were 

able to get more 

participation from 

farmers. 

-Created space for 

farmers who cannot 

go through studio 

lines. 

-Simple to use 

-It increased listener 

participation 

-Helped in the real 

time evaluation on 

the progress. 

-The Audio put in the 

system does not 

correspond with the 

episodes 

-Receiving audio 

prompts in a different 

language spoken in 

the area. 

-No instant feedback 

was received by 

farmers. 

-Some times the IVR 

system was down 

-Network disruption 

-Sometimes the 

system would charge 

or dedu t fa er’s air 
time yet it was 

supposed to be free 

-Sometimes the 

numbers are not 

activated in time  

-Providing 

broadcasters with 

the login details 

-Timely renewal and 

provision of enough 

data to upload and 

download audios 

-Audios should be 

submitted on time 



-Created the listeners 

database 

-Increasing involvement and 

participation in the radio 

program 

-Radio Stations were given 

ICT Tools to facilitate them 

-The feedback 

mechanism helped to 

understand people’s 
perspectives 

-Facilitated the 

interaction 

-Timely and easy 

reporting 

-The voiced scripts 

were shared on time 

-The IVR system was 

always set upon time 

-Outgoing calls sent 

to the farmers 

 

-No access to the 

login details 

-Sometimes audios 

were submitted late 

 

Stations broadcast PRC 

according to agreed 

schedule 

-Timely implementation of 

the program activities 

-Broadcasters were able to 

plan early ahead of every 

show 

-There was consistence 

throughout the program. 

-Helped the farmers to 

follow the programs 

-Broadcast was done 

on time 

-Uniformity in 

broadcasting 

-There was a uniform 

agenda for 

broadcasters and 

listeners which saw 

people listen to the 

program regularly 

and participate. 

-Some guests missed 

appearing for radio 

programs because 

they were not 

reminded. 

-Overlapping of other 

radios during the 

farmers program due 

to its systematic 

nature farmers could 

easily loose track 

-Timely notification 

of the experts and 

other guests 

-Communication to 

all guests should be 

promptly done. 

-Partner radio 

stations should 

report to UCC 

(Regulatory 

authority). 



-A systematic way of 

following 

 -It increased participation 

-Enabled the creation of 

interesting radio programs 

-Awareness raising about 

the new innovations 

-Giving options for 

alternative sources of 

proteins 

-Availing resource persons 

to farmers 

-Farmers interacted directly 

with researchers and 

technical staff 

-The stations were 

consistent in 

broadcasting the 

programs  

-They informed 

listeners on program 

change when need 

be. 

-It introduced a new 

style of programming 

that is beneficial to 

listeners 

-It was easy to adapt 

by the listeners and 

broadcasters 

-Gave interactive 

platforms among 

farmers.  

-Helped the 

broadcaster to 

include all aspects 

needed on the 

project( all aspects of 

the project were 

easily captured) 

-Stations aired 

programs as agreed 

Some radio in house  

schedules affected 

the programming of 

the project 

-Some radio stations 

did not air the 

programs as agreed in 

the MOU 

-The session should 

be able to plan and 

communicate prior to 

the listeners about 

the changes. Like 

running a promo 

-Both parties to 

respect terms of the 

MOU 

 



 IVR integration -Gender inclusion was 

evident (Broadcasters would 

deliberately include female 

voices in the radio program) 

-Reduced on congestion on 

the lines. 

-Facilitated easy access to 

information (even without 

airtime one was able to call 

and ask or comment) 

-IVR is a good guide to 

listeners which facilitated 

listenership. People tuned in 

expecting to listen to the 

voices they had sent and in 

case they did not they called 

the broadcaster to complain 

-It gave the listeners 

ownership of the program 

for they were even sent call 

reminders 

-Increased participation of 

listeners especially those 

who heard other people’s 
voices on air and wanted 

theirs to be heard too. 

-It helps farmers to feel part 

of the changing ICT trends 

-Bridged the gender 

gap between female 

and males. 

-It was free of charge 

to farmers and this 

increased 

participation. 

-Most listeners were 

focused. 

-It encouraged active 

participation 

-There was no 

congestion  

-No jam on the lines 

-One receives a call in 

a language they 

understand. 

-The far ers oi es’ 
were played on air 

 

 

 

-There was no instant 

feedback 

-The broadcaster 

finds it hard to 

extract the voices 

since they are very 

many. 

-Due to system errors 

the farmers at times 

get calls in a language 

they do not know. 

-Too many voices 

were not played this 

might discourage 

participation. 

-Too many 

instructions. 

-Language mix up for 

different stations. 

-Many steps to be 

followed in 

responding to the 

questions 

-Some farmers were 

not knowledgeable 

on how to use the 

phone 

-Need for instant 

feedback 

-ICT people should be 

keen on this next 

time. 

-Create a platform on 

how to play most of 

the voices. 

-Reduce on 

instructions. 

-Make the questions 

shorter 

-Train the farmers on 

air on how to interact 

with the IVR System 

 



-Increases participation in 

the radio program 

-It enabled broadcasters to 

get feedback from their 

listeners 

-Farmers were 

unwilling to respond 

to the calls because 

they were unfamiliar 

with it(Radio Simba) 

4. Monitoring and 

mentoring 

Regularly monitor 

project implementation 

-Challenges faced by CLGs 

were addressed i.e. using 

the ICT equipment. 

-Motivated farmers to put 

what they listen to practice 

what they have heard on 

radio and gave them the zeal 

to work hard too. 

-Farmers felt considered 

well throughout the entire 

project. 

-Improved programming and 

modulation. 

-Timely communication 

-It provided checks and 

balances 

-Timely identification of gaps 

-Instant feedback 

-Adequate 

announcement was 

made according to 

planned visits 

-Created linkage 

-Created confidence 

-People met the 

intended objectives 

of the project 

-It improves on 

quality of 

work/activity done. 

- Communications for 

monitoring was done 

in time. 

Improvement in 

programming and 

modulation 

Integration of 

different radio 

formats 

-The checklist for the 

monitoring was long 

-Time management 

was not honoured. 

-Feedback is not ably 

passed on. 

--Different 

perspectives on what 

would go on air 

-Failure to document 

reports on the 

programs that went 

well 

-Some monitoring 

activities were not 

done because of time 

-Honour time agreed 

upon 

-Share feedback 

always. 

-The check list needs 

to be trimmed 

-Comments should 

be accompanied with 

the ideas on how to 

go about themes 

-Do all the 

monitoring as planed  



-Created a feedback 

mechanism for the 

program 

-Mistakes were 

solved at early stages 

Provide distance 

mentoring/feedback to 

stations as needed 

-Gives broadcasters 

feedback on performance 

which helps in maintaining 

the quality of the program 

-helped FRI team to keep 

track of the record of the 

broad aster’s performance 

to make sure the quality is 

good. 

-Some recommendations 

were incorporated in other 

programs at the station. 

It kept us on track 

Improvement on 

dissemination of 

information 

Engagements and direct 

interaction with farmers 

which boosted the morale of 

the farmers 

Motivating the farmers 

-It helped improve 

the project activities  

- Broadcaster always 

knew what is 

expected of them to 

improve performance 

and quality of the 

radio program. 

-This helped the 

broadcaster in 

improving on the 

next program 

Uliza system was 

down and no one was 

available to help 

The monitoring team 

used to come late 

and mobilization was 

a bit difficult. 

The monitoring 

questions were not 

-Sometimes the 

evaluations could 

delay 

-Delayed response 

sometimes 

-Regular review of 

the tool kits 

-Instant response 

when need arrives 



-To keep the right track 

-Bridges the gap between 

FRI, In station Trainers and 

the broadcasters 

-Improves implementation 

of the project 

appropriate to the 

audience 

-As issues arise they 

are handled 

-Use of ICTs made 

mentoring easy eg 

phone calls 

Mapping exercise with 

each station 

-The radio station and 

partners get to know the 

coverage and the number of 

audience they reached with 

their program 

-Being done by an 

independent source is an 

added advantage to sell. 

-Also helps in identifying 

gaps and improve on the 

signal in those areas 

-Mapping helps to know 

who your listeners are and 

where they are 

-Capacity building tool 

-It helped in 

indicating the area of 

coverage 

-Collaboration of the 

stations and FRI to 

get all required 

information for map 

production 

-This can be referred 

during marketing and 

sales of the radio 

station. 

-The information was 

accurate 

-Knowing the right 

audience 

-Mapping was done 

by an unbiased 

source 

-Not all transmitting 

site for the radio 

stations were 

indicated 

-Some stations 

declined to provide 

the mapping 

information in time 

due to confidential 

matters. 

 -Some radio stations 

are suspicious of the 

intentions 

-Fear 

-Explaining to the 

station in therms and 

contracts on the use 

of the mapping 

information 

-An agreement  

clause on 

confidentiality to 

save the station 

-Explain explicitly the 

purpose of the map 

-Include submitting 

mapping information 

in the MOU 



Evaluations Summative evaluation -Helps in knowing to what 

extent the program was a 

success since different 

stakeholders are engaged. 

-Broadcasters get to know if 

they performed the task to 

the fullest. 

-Assessing the 

implementation process 

-Discussing the lessons, 

challenges to improve the 

project planning/ next 

intervention 

-Sharing experience 

and looking at what 

the way forward to 

sustain the program. 

-Presence of 

stakeholders from 

different partners. 

-Joint participation in 

the process, 

-Free sharing of ideas 

and feedback 

formulation 

-Time management 

delayed the starting 

and end 

-Absence of key stake 

holders 

-Participants should 

be at the venue 

during the period of 

the workshop to 

avoid issues of time 

management 

Process evaluation  -All partners/stake 

holders involved. 

-Giving opportunities 

to share with all 

partners 

 -Reports should be 

shared with all 

partners. 

Outcome evaluation -Helped in the report 

documentation 

-Identified the new KAPs 

-It helps in planning for 

further interventions 

-Track progress of the 

project 

-There were 

independent 

enumerators 

-All areas (active, 

non-active and 

control communities) 

were involved in the 

projects 

-Some of the selected 

control communities 

actually listened to 

the radio program 

-Careful selection of 

the various 

communities 



-Helps in understanding the 

challenges in the project and 

also sight opportunities 

-Knowledgeable 

personnel 

-Appropriate tools 

-The selected 

communities were 

positively responsive 

-Appropriate 

sampling technique 

used 

-Used independent 

enumerators. 

-There was 

connections with 

village Local councils 

(LCS) this helped in 

confidence building. 

-It improved the 

contact between the 

farmers and FRI 

throughout the 

project. 

Reports and 

Publications 

Prepare first draft of 

journal paper 

-Dissemination of the 

findings for policy makers 

-Helps the researchers to 

know their strengths and 

-It was written by 

qualified people who 

participated in the 

research 

-Some developed 

technologies may not 

be practically 

applicable in the daily 

setting 

-Base on the 

community needs to 

develop new 

technologies 



weaknesses and how they 

can do better 

-Develop a database for 

further research and analysis 

Eight FRW stories 

published. 

-Sharing knowledge and 

practices 

-Publicising the project 

-More knowledge to the 

broadcasters who will read 

the stories 

-Inform policy makers 

-Entertaining and they 

arouse anxiety to get 

involved in something 

-Document successes, 

challenges and gaps 

-Measure achievements. 

-Stories are written 

by professional 

writers 

-Stories are real life 

situation stories 

-Time for publishing 

the stories takes long 

 

Note: Once the table is completed, take a moment to think whether there is anything this table does not capture?  

EG: Were there any significant changes to planned activities? Were there extra monitoring visits? When and why did we decide to do a launch 

event, and what did this contribute? When did we put the referral system in place and why? How did that contribute to the project? Would we 

do this the next time? It might be useful to refer to some emails and meeting notes where we took key decisions.  

 

Table 2: Analysis using criteria and indicators 



Method: We agree on choosing 3-5 criteria to assess the success of the project as a whole – go back to objectives/strategies of the project. For 

ea h riterion, fill out a table as below. One e a ple is pro ided. This le el of detail is ery infor ati e, but let’s re ognize when we have 

enough. We can choose as many criteria as we want, with as any indi ators, but let’s not drown in detail.  

Suggestions for criteria to use for this project:  

-Audience participation in shows 

-Quality of radio programs. (Sound, formats and participation) 

-Teamwork and communications between three institutions (FRI, Research teams, Radio stations)  

-Capacity of broadcasters (How was it before IST and now, how are you maintaining/using knowledge obtained) 

-Broadened reach and supported IDRC 4R project  

-Audience members demonstrate increased knowledge on use of insects as alternative source of protein to fish and poultry feeds and precooked 

beans. 

-Increased demand for preferred bean varieties for precooking and parent stock insects in radio program areas 

 

Criteria 1: Audience participation 

Indicators Positive influences (on indicator) Negative influences Other/unknown 

Number of callers/poll answers 

increased each week 

 Continuous increase in 

weekly promotions 

 More shows more calls  

 Connection between 

episodes  

 Increase in listenership  

 Loving what they listen to 

 Listeners calling in different 

programs asking issues 

regarding farming 

 Direct and easy questions 

 The new topics prompted 

people to participate 

 interesting topic 

 Not well aligned with the FRI 

system 

 Use of ICTS was challenge in 

the beginning 

 No continuity of  episodes at 

one point so they repeated it 

and same experts called back 

 Congestion in the studio lines  

 Lengthy questions 

 Poor network 

 Technical challenges 

 Failure to clearly understand 

the question 

 Opening the call ins early 

 Poor time management   

 Frequent callers owing the 

program and other give up 

 Knowledge partner failing to 

come to the studio. 

 No airtime 

 The mood of the listener 

 Relationship at the moment 

with the owner of the phone 

 Being busy 

 Bias by the farmers that the 

projects come and end 



 Knowledgeable resource 

people 

 Commitment of the 

presenter 

 Good mobile networks and 

technical aspect. 

 Call reminders 

 Field visits by the broadcaster 

for voices 

 Topic introduction before the 

date 

 Confidence and 

knowledgeable guests in the 

studio 

 Free call back – free calls 

 Weekly mention 

 Good network 

 Playing of audio 

 Radio coverage 

 Packaging of the radio 

program- many formats. 

 Using different speakers 

every week. 

 Different stakeholders 

coming for talk shows. 

 

 

 Accessibility of phone and 

availability of airtime 

 weather conditions that 

disrupt radio network 

 Power problems 

 call jam 

 Too long  

 Network problems 

 Battery issues 

 Call back system failure 

 Missing presenter 

 Callers going off topic or 

speaking for long. 

 The content being 

complicated. 

 Some voices not being played 

 Commercial break disrupted 

the listening. 

 Busy studio numbers. 

 No instant feedback during 

the call. 

 If the topic of discussion was 

boring, complex 

 Technical failure of the IVR 

system 

 Delayed activation of poll 

questions 

 The listeners could not get 

the IVR numbers to call 

 



 Broadcasters give out 

particular numbers to specific 

callers 

 Choice of guests 

 Jamming of studio phone 

lines by frequent callers 

 Technical failure of the studio 

lines 

 The mood of the broadcaster 

 Poor planning so the show 

does not run according to 

plan so there is no time for 

callers 

Same number of male callers as 

female 

 Females are more involved in 

beans production  

 Female phone lines in the 

studio 

 Free call back 

 Group listening 

 Commitment by farmers 

 Different timing 

 Different gender roles 

 Different interest on 

programs 

 Establishing separate lines for 

females and males  

 The episodes are balanced 

between male and female 

(Gender balance) 

 Accessibility of the phone  

 Radio ownership or 

accessibility  

 The different roles of males 

and females  

 Domestic issues can cause 

restrictions of phones use 

 Social factors- Ladies have 

limited right to talk on phone 

without. 

 Lack of beeping power 

 Variations income. Some may 

fail to buy airtime 

 cultural variations leading to 

unequal numbers 

 The network connections e.g 

some are cheaper to call the 

studio especially air tel lines 

 No airtime 

 The mood of the listener 

 Relationship at the moment 

with the owner of the phone 

 Being busy 

 Bias by the farmers that the 

projects come and end 

 Sickness 

 Death or burial 



 Guest selection was also 

gender sensitive (women 

voices among the guests) 

 Radio and phone ownership 

and accessibility  is more 

balanced between male and 

female  

 Availability of the 

opportunity to participate in 

the programmes  

    

 

Criteria 2: Capacity of broadcasters 

Indicators Positive influences (on indicator) Negative influences Other/unknown 

In station training (Radio and 

equipment) 

 Good flow of the radio 

program 

 The ability of the broadcaster 

to use different formats i.e 

Vox box 

 Appreciating gender in 

programing  

 They were availed with ICT 

equipment to use 

 Access to new technology 

and using it 

 Managing time on studio 

 Interruption of roles at the 

radio station 

 Time frame for training was 

not enough 

 Training program was not 

flexible 

 No certificates awarded for 

the training 

 busy schedules were some 

never attended all sessions 

 Mood of trainers. At times 

the mood was not friendly 

 

 



 Respect far er’s ideas and 

view. 

 Voice of the presenter 

 Use the local language 

 Knowledge of the subject 

matter 

 Enhanced the capacity to use 

the ICT’s. 
 Learnt to use and package 

radio formats. 

 Helped the her knowledge of 

gender aspects 

 Recognition of farmers as 

experts. 

 In-station training was broad 

not only farmers programs. 

 Improvement in the 

programming style 

 VOICE standards 

 Interviewing and 

Communication skills 

 Handling guests and farmers 

 Gender sensitivity 

 Broadcasters were able to 

understand the project goals 

and objectives 

and this made the training 

hard. 

 

Content training   Learnt and understood what 

you are supposed to present 

as a broadcaster. 

 Labouring much in order to 

understand what the farmer 

wants to learn  

 



 Knowledge on topics and 

issues at hand improved  

 Learnt the technical aspect of 

the project. 

 Enhanced the skills and 

experience of the presenter. 

 The broadcaster became 

confident because they knew 

the content. 

 Content’s deli ery 

 

 Certifi ates for ontent’s 
training 

 Evaluate the radio program 

and award broadcasters at 

the end of the program 

 Challenge in adopting to the 

new technology 

 Researchers were so 

reserved and not willing to 

answer some questions 

 

Fi ally, let’s record all sources of i for atio  as a refere ce: 

1) Who has knowledge/experience of each process? List names, contact details and specializations: 

Name Email  Institution Specialisation/experience in this 

project 

Prof. Nakimbugwe Dorothy  dorothynakimbugwe@gmail.com Makerere University depart of 

food science  

Principle investigator INSFEED  

Olara David 

 

davidolara1@gmail.com Pi Rwot investment Poultry farmer 

Lanek John Peter johnpeterlanek@gmail.com Gulu DLG 

 

Fisheries Officer(aquaculture) 

Alphunse Acaye  acayealphunse@gmail.com Gulu district LG  Entomologist  



Allan Kasenge allan@radiosimba.ug 

 

Simba Producer 

Nabatte Proscovia Proscovia.y2k@gmail.com INSFEED-Makerere Ass. Communications Officer 

Paul Aseete Paseete@gmail.com  NaCRRI –Precooked beans  Agric economist  

Afa-ei Nicky afaya7@hotmail Mega Broadcaster 

Ecaat Stephen Justin estephen@farmradio.org FRI-Uganda Programming 

Adongo Sarah Sarahadongo2002@yahoo.com Mega Fm- GuLu Broadcaster 

Nanyonyo Grace Nanyonjograce1@gmail.com NaCRRI- NARO Researcher 

Lutaaya Yasin ylutaaya@gmail.com CEDO-Rakai Extensionist 

Okwera Henry-Kizito O779027175 Watek-Ki-Lwa- Gulu Farmer 

Kirya Henry bitokirya@gmail.com Mukono LG Vet. Officer 

Mubiru Ali mubiru86@gmail.com Radio Simba Broadcasting 

Emmanuel Okella okemaokela@yahoo.com  In station Trainer 

Butebona Joyce 0782660559 Farmer Mukono Insects 

Kabuuka Mathias 0774713432 Farmer Mubende Farmer Trainer Pre-cooked beans 

Nassozi Annette anasozi@yahoo.com Mukono DLG  

Charles Katabalwa ckatabs@yahoo.co.uk CEDO Program Officer 

 

 

mailto:allan@radiosimba.ug


2) What back-up or other contextual docs exist? List titles, and how you can get hold of each ie contact email, link or location:  

Document name Subject/description Available from who Where? (eg link, office) Internal or public 

document?  

BST Training manual  Detailed information on how 

to rear black soldier flies  

Joan Nakiyemba  Makerere University  Internal  

Audios-Lutabanjaliire Recorded files for 24 

episodes 

Radio Simba-Mubiru Ali Fri.radiosimba@gmail.com 

(google drive) 

Internal document 
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Best and worst moments during the project implementation: 

Best  Worst  

Famers and entire public accepting the new innovation. She felt 

special 

People discouraging especially in the initial stage 

When he had to visit Makerere  university in the faculty of food 

science and technology where black solider flies were practically 

being reared   

When we had a meeting in Hotel Africana and i was given 

50,000 to go back to Gulu 

Sharing ideas and experiences during workshops  Waited in vain for field visits by teams 

Introduction of the new innovation The black solider flies not substituting  Mukene/sliver fish 

100% 

Team work and sharing during discussions Discussions in the evenings when the brain is tired was a lot 

Receiving training of trainers ahead of in station programme and 

delivering the training in mega FM  

Failure of technical people to appear for the program 

Interacting with the farmers (monitoring /training) Poor communication a mong  partners 

Seeing the farmers managing  the fly production unit and trying to 

explain everything well 

Learning that the project was coming to an end 

When Farmers turned up for the radio programme When i failed to turn up for the scheduled programme 

Working with Farm Radio in programme in Kiboga End of Farm Radio programme 

Meeting and working with innovative and willing farmers    

To get now friends   



To learn many things  

Participatory nature of the project  Seeing people doze and pay attention to their phones 

Harvest of the Black Solder Fly (BSF) larva Going to bed early during the workshop  

To be invited to the radio station/program and to teach fellow 

famers on air 

 

Having multiple stages of the project Poor facilitation in project activities 

Gaining scientific knowledge from the researchers and extensions i 

worked with.  

In station trainers enhanced my capacity as a broadcaster to 

best handle not only 

The interaction with the participants of the evaluation workshop at 

esella hotel 

Was left off wagon after the inception meetings yet had a lot 

of interest in Insfeed  

Lunch time(Meals) When I came late for the meeting in Bunga 

To know that growing beans was a business and participation in the 

radio program and educating fellow farmer 

 

 

 



 

       Participants receiving T. shirts                                                                                           Discussions during the meeting  

 


